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CHAPTER I

PATTERN-MAKING AS A TRADE

UP TO the year 1840, when the division of

labor into trades began, little was known
of pattern-making as a distinct craft in this

country. A person working at pattern-mak-

ing at the present time should have a good

knowledge of drafting, foundry work, the

machinist's craft, and of woodworking tools in

general, and, also, a good training in mathemat-

ics.

Pattern-making to-day is considered one of the

foremost of all the skilled mechanical trades.

The pattern-maker must be able to read a draw-

ing and also to picture in his mind what the

finished casting will look like when the machin-

ist has completed his work on it; he must also

have knowledge as to how the casting is to be

removed from the molding sand in the foundry,
where it should be parted in the flask, and when
the cores are needed, the shape and size of the

cores, and how to construct the pattern so it will

13



14 PATTERN-MAKING

preserve its form and be durable. Some patterns

do not require to be made as perfectly as others,

as only one casting may be required. In a case

of this kind the pattern-maker adopts the quick-

est and cheapest construction possible.

The making of all tools and devices in cast

metals necessitates the previous making of a pat-

tern. At the present time not only cast metals

require a pattern, but frequently stone, brick,

mortar, cement, plaster of Paris, rubber, glass,

paper in fact, almost everything that is made in

odd shapes requires a pattern. Some men work-

ing at the foundry trade are so well trained at

their occupation that they can make some pieces

without the aid of a pattern, but such men are

few.

Some large concerns start their apprentice

boys in the factory and pass them on to the draw-

ing-room, enabling them to obtain an accurate

and practical knowledge of drawing, which is

quite as essential as the knowledge of pattern-

making. Some pattern-makers spend nearly as

much time trying to picture in their minds how
the casting should look when taken out of the

sand as they do in working at the pattern, while

if they had a good knowledge of drawing much
of this time would be saved.

From the drawing-room the apprentice goes
to the foundry, where he obtains a good idea of
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the best and easiest way to mold a pattern. The

pattern-maker's education, then, comes from an

experience in the drawing-room and the shops

most closely related to the pattern shop, as well

as through an experience in the pattern shop
itself.

A mold is made in the foundry as follows : A
pattern is first made, sometimes with two or three

pieces nicely fitted together. If made in halves,

one half is placed on a flat board called the turn-

over board (Fig. i), and fine, dry sand is

sprinkled over it. A frame or box without a

bottom or top and of the right size for the pat-

tern (this frame is called the nowel or drag) is

inverted on this board. The nowel is filled to

the top with molding-sand well tamped, and

another board is placed on top of this and rubbed

gently so as to make an even, compact surface on

the sand. The flask (as the entire box is called)
and board are turned over, arid what was the

bottom becomes the top (Fig. 2). The turn-

over board is now removed, the superfluous sand

cut away, and a "parting" around the pattern
made by sprinkling burned sand, or that which
has been often used, over the surface. Then the

other half of the pattern and of the flask, called

the cope, is placed on top of the first half, or

nowel, and the process is repeated. These flasks

have pins attached to them so that they can be
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detached and replaced in the same relative posi-

tion as at first. This upper half, or cope, is lifted

off after it is tamped with sand, and the pattern

is carefully picked up by the aid of draw spikes

or lifting plates, leaving an impression in the

sand the same shape and size as the pattern. A
small opening called a spruce is made through

the cope sand to allow for the pouring of the

melted metal into the mold.

When the metal is cooled it shrinks, and on

this account metals and other materials that are

poured into a mold to harden are given an allow-

ance for shrinkage. Thus, if a sketch is made for

a pattern for an iron casting which when taken

out of the sand shall be the size of the figures on

the sketch, say 12 in. long by i in. square, the

pattern, if made by common rule, would pro-
duce a casting 1-8 in. shorter than the pattern, be-

cause cast iron shrinks 1-8 in. in 12 in. Shrink

rules are graduated according to the shrinkage
of different materials. Different shrinks are

allowed for iron in different shops, according to

the mixture of the metal, but a shrinkage of 1-8

in. per foot is ordinary. A pattern-maker when
he starts in a new shop is given the "shrink rule"

to be used.

Below is a table of the different cast metals

and the shrinkages most commonly used:
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SHRINKAGE OF METALS

Cast Iron. Irregular shapes with cores or

small castings, % in. in 12 in., per linear foot in

every direction. For large, thick and solid casting

1-16 in. in 12 in. is allowed.

Brass, 3-16 in. in 12 in.

Zinc, 5-16 in. in 12 in.

Lead, 5-16 in. to % in. in 12 in.

Copper, 7-32 in. in 12 in.

Tin, 9-32 in. in 12 in.

Silver, y<& in. in 12 in.

Steel Long, ^ in. in 12 in. Medium, 3-16

in. in 12 in.

Aluminum, l

/^ in. in 12 in.

A very important factor in pattern-making is

the finishing or varnishing. Many otherwise

well made patterns are spoiled by improper

varnishing or shellacing. In most large shops
there is a man or boy who does nothing but

varnish and sandpaper and place wax, putty,

leather or wooden corners, or fillets, in the

corners of patterns. The p-resent-day competi-
tion in business is so keen that every hour of the

skilled workman counts, and he is kept close to

his own particular work, while a boy or appren-
tice does the varnishing and helping under his

direction. The varnishing is done not so much
for appearance as to waterproof and preserve
the pattern from the dampness of the sand while

in the flask, and to secure a smooth finish on the

surface of the pattern to permit its being drawn
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from the sand easily and to secure a smooth sur-

face on the casting. Coloring-matter is added to

the varnish as a guide to the molder, though

there are no set rules in this regard. Care should

be used not to get too much coloring. Mix it so

that the color will show up well, but do not have

it thick and muddy.

It will be found a great convenience for the

foundry and the pattern store-room to varnish

wood patterns to be used for cast-iron work

black, with orange core-prints; steel patterns red

with orange prints; brass patterns orange with

black prints; aluminum patterns green with

orange prints. Where there are loose pieces on

a pattern the surfaces that come together should

be of another color than the patterns or prints.

If a pattern for cast iron is black with orange

prints, for example, the loose pieces may be red,

which shows that there is a loose piece and where

it goes. This takes time, but may save a great

many dollars. It is becoming quite general,

however, to finish all parts of a pattern except

the core prints with orange shellac regardless of

the kind of metal used in casting. This is done

because it is semi-transparent and permits of an

inspection of pattern construction. In this case

the prints are usually finished black. After the

first coat of varnish has well hardened, sand-

paper smooth before applying the second.



CHAPTER II

TOOLS

IT
is not easy to enumerate and describe all the

tools that are used in pattern-making. There

is perhaps, no trade where so great a variety

of tools is required, and every shop has its par-

ticular tools and methods of work. It is not

always the best workman that has the most tools.

Some tools especially useful for apprentices and

those going into pattern work may be men-

tioned.

Chisels and gouges (Fig. 3) are among the

first tools that are required in making up the kit.

Bent shanks will enable work to be done on

longer places, and by using these one will not

mar the wood or injure the hand. Gouges come
in three different "sweeps" regular, middle

and flat. It is not necessary to buy a complete
set of each sweep at first; fain., /^-in., 24-in.

and i -in. of each sweep will be sufficient to begin
with. These are to be ground on the inside and

are used for paring. There are spoon gouges
of several sizes and sweeps that are very useful.

A variety of planes (Fig. 4) are called for

and they must be good ones. A 22-in. jointer

plane with a^g-in. blade that can be raised and

19



20 PATTERN-MAKING
lowered and also has a lever to throw the cutter

sideways so as to obtain an even thickness of

chip; a smoothing plane, a block plane and a

circular plane are needed. The latter is very

useful on large concave or convex surfaces; the

sole is flexible and can be adjusted to most any
arc either concave or convex. A rabbet plane is

another very handy tool, and it will plane where

the ordinary plane can not. The router is a very

necessary tool and is sometimes called a plane;

it is used for making a lower surface parallel

with an upper one, such as a groove in which are

set rapping plates that are to be flush with the

surface of the pattern. It can also be used in a

number of other places to advantage. A core-

box plane is very useful, and is used to plane half-

round core boxes. These planes can be obtained

in most hardware stores, or one can be made out

of a wood rabbet plane by fitting on wings at right

angles. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 will give a good idea

of the principles and how used. The dotted

lines show the box when planed out.

A ratchet bit brace (Fig. 7) with a set of

auger bits (Fig. 8) is another very useful tool.

In the set of bits should be included a few center-

less bits (Fig. 9) of different sizes. These bits

have no spur, but enter the wood by the rim of

the bit forming a circle in the wood as pressure

is exerted upon the brace. With these bits a hole
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can be bored at any angle any way of the grain,

and they make a good smooth, flat-bottomed

hole.

A spoke shave (Fig. 10) must be added to the

list, also a breast drill with small drills (Fig.

n). If the angle on the lips of the drills is

ground to 90 degrees they will work better in

wood than if used as they ordinarily are for

metal. A countersink for screwheads, screw-

drivers and plug-cutters are very handy for the

bit brace.

Hand saws are of course necessary, and, like

the planes, should be A-i. There are the cross-

cut, back and compass saws. The cross-cut is

used mostly for cutting off boards that are not

easy to cut on the band or circular saws. A turn-

ing saw is a very handy tool in a pattern-maker's
kit where one does not have easy access to a power
jig or band saw. The rip saw is used with the

grain, and the back saw is used either with or

across the grain for fine work.

Wax and putty slickers for forming fillets will

be needed. A very nice slicker is made out of a

round ball with a straight shank attached. Ob-
tain different sizes to fit the different radii of

corners desired. A very convenient slicker may
be made from 5/i6-in. rod iron by filing and

polishing the end similar in shape to the small

end of an egg.

Marking gauges, one small and one large
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(Fig. 12), and a surface gauge (Fig. 13), which

is very handy on curved or uneven surfaces

where the marking gauge cannot be used, should

be purchased. By holding crooked patterns on a

flat surface one can locate centers for bosses

easily and obtain correct heights with a surface

gauge. A knife made from an old broken hack

saw makes a good one that keeps its edge well, as

the steel is of good quality. Another knife that

is very useful has the blade sharpened on both

edges, with the point bent like a hook (Fig. 14) .

This is handy for cutting out corners in spokes
of pulleys and where a straight-blade knife can

not be easily used.

An oilstone and slip stone must not be forgot-

ten. There should also be a bevel protractor

with a i2-in. blade (Fig. 15). Have the center

attachment so as to find the center on the end

of a round piece. And three sizes of try-squares

with adjustable blades, 2-in., 6-in. and 12-in.

(Fig. 16). A 24-in. carpenter's steel square

(Fig. 17) is often needed, as are also small and

large bevel squares. A medium size draw-knife

(Fig. 1 8), and beam compasses or trammels

(Fig. 19), which can be obtained in almost any
hardware store, are necessary. A large and

small pair of dividers (Fig. 20), say 3-in. and

6-in.
;
the 6-in. size with a removable point so a

lead pencil can be used for one point. At least
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three sizes of calipers (Fig. 21), small, medium,

and large, about 3-in., 8-in. and 16 or 2O-in., and

pattern-maker's rounding tools in different sizes.

In ordinary joinery there is very little use

made of files, but in a pattern-making shop they

are indispensable. They are called wood rasps

and are manufactured especially for woodwork-

ing. A half dozen of these of different sizes,

shapes and cuts should be in every pattern-

maker's kit. Wood-scrapers are often used after

the file on patterns made of hard wood, and one

or two of these should be purchased.

Turning tools are also very necessary: a

gouge, diamond-point cutting-off tool, right and

left-hand side tools, round -nose of large and

small radius, and a narrow and wide flat like a

chisel. A hammer, a mallet and an ordinary
screw-driver will complete the kit.

This does not include all the tools used in the

trade, but is a good starter, and as one advances

in the work others will suggest themselves, and
the chest will fill as time goes on.

A good tool box, and one that does not cost

much to move from place to place, is made out

of a small trunk. A steamer trunk, which is long
and flat, is very serviceable. Then make a case

of drawers with a shallow one at the top and

running down, say five or six in all, with each

tool set into a form on the bottom of the drawer
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so that they will not move around, and every

time a tool is returned to the chest it will go in

the same place. Have a place for everything,

and put every tool back in its place. Have the

case with drawers fit snugly into the trunk. By
this arrangement the tools are handy and ready

to move at short notice if required.

One thing more : Put a private mark, say your

initials, or a number, on all your tools, and then

there will be less likelihood of their getting mis-

placed or lost.

A word should be said about keeping tools in

condition. It is not unusual for an experienced
mechanic to comment on the habit of a beginner
to keep his tools poorly sharpened. The begin-

ner seems to feel that sharpening tools is a waste

of time. This is not true. One can do better

work and more of it by keeping tools well

sharpened.



CHAPTER III

WOODS

PATTERN-MAKERS
use several kinds of

wood, pine, mahogany, baywood, cherry,

Washington fir, beech, maple and whitewood

being the principal ones. Each wood has some"

particular advantage over the others for the pur-

pose for which it is used.

For general pattern work white pine leads

them all in the opinion of American pattern-

makers. It is soft, easy to work into shape with

edged tools, is light, and does not have that ten-

dency to curl and twist that some other woods
have. Whitewood and fir are being substituted

for pine, however, because of the scarcity and

price of pine. Lignum-vitae, black walnut, etc.^

are very hard on edge tools, and are used only
for patterns which are to be used over and over

again. The grain on pine ordinarily runs

straight. It is not brittle nor easy to sliver up as

in the case of some soft woods like redwood or

California cedar. When picking out lumber in

the yard or at the lumber racks in the shop, al-

ways get a dry and straight-grained board. A
soft, dry board that is very light and shows no

signs of pitch is a good board to pick out. If it

is not dry and well seasoned it will cause no end
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of trouble, because it will shrink, check or crack.

"Season-dried stock" seems to work better and

has more "life" in the board than ordinary yard
stock. Wide boards are apt to be the best, and

the expert can tell after a little experience by

rapping a board whether it is good or not. A
knot or two does not do much harm, and all pat-

tern-makers say that a few wormholes indicate

good wood.

It may be noticed in a lumber yard that the

ends of boards and planks are sometimes

painted. This is mostly on cheap stock. Fine

lumber seasoned and dried well does not have

the ends painted. In a good sound plank de-

posits of sap are formed around the pores, show-

ing that as the stock dries the sap discharges

through these pores, but if they are filled with

paint the sap can not flow through and the result

will be dry rot. A board with pitch in it is

heavier and darker in color than one without

pitch. This kind of stock works well in the

lathe and turns smoother, but cannot be de-

pended upon to keep its size and shape. Always
obtain dry lumber for patterns of all kinds. It

can be depended upon, and much trouble will be

saved by using it.

Mahogany is much used for small patterns

where there are a great many castings wanted,
also for crooked work, as it keeps its shape better
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than almost any other hard wood. It is also used

for trimmings or exposed parts where the pattern

is in constant use. Cherry is also used for the

same purpose, but it is harder than pine and not

so good for keeping its shape. Baywood is sub-

stituted for mahogany, and it is often quite hard

to tell the difference between the two. It is, in

fact, a variety of mahogany. The other hard

woods are mostly used for trimmings and parts

of the pattern where the foundryman uses his

vent rod or piercer.

There is one thing few pattern-makers seem

to understand, and that is about the grain of the

lumber, a matter of no little importance. You
can purchase in the market flat and quarter-

sawed lumber. Quarter-sawed lumber may not

only be obtained in hard woods, but also in soft

woods such as pine. There are not a great many
boards quarter-sawed out of one log, as it would
cost more to saw, and too much of the log would
be wasted. A quarter-sawed board is one cut

radially, as shown in Fig. 22 from A to L The
letters B, G, D, E, F, G, H show how the boards

are cut in this quarter to make them what is

called quarter-sawed stock, and it may easily be

seen why quarter-sawed lumber costs more than

any other.

Lumber generally comes sawed as in Fig. 23,

J, K, L, M, AT, where the whole log is sawed up
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into boards. The best boards are nearest the

heart of the tree. There are a few boards that

are very nearly quarter-sawed through the

center, as A, and each side of the center of the

logs in flat-sawed lumber. A board like Fig.

24, with the grain as shown, from the log at N
y

will not stay straight long and will curl away
from the center or heart of the tree as shown.

If two boards are to be glued together, glue
them as shown in Fig. 25, with the grain as

shown in N, the reason being that they warp
away from the heart of the tree and one piece
counteracts the other. If they are glued with

the sides nearest the heart of the tree coming to-

gether, the result will be as shown in Fig. 26. If

the grain is the same way on both pieces, as in

Fig. 27, they would both warp together as

shown. If one piece is glued crosswise of the

other, the result will be as shown in Fig. 28.

The warping power of S is strong enough to

bend piece R. It is not good policy to glue
boards crosswise unless the stock is absolutely

dry and glued in four or more thicknesses. The
reason for this is that each board will shrink and
swell in width, not much in length, and the result

will be, in stock glued up with alternate boards

having grains running at right angles, that the

glued up block will soon be torn apart. There

may be occasion to glue several pieces together
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as shown in Fig. 29. When gluing see that the

grain of each piece matches the piece next to it

as shown.

On large work the stock is often got out ahead

and sawed into lengths and widths, such as lags

or staves for a cylinder or any job where a

quantity of lumber is used. The pieces are

stacked as shown in Fig. 30, which allows the

air to circulate all around the stock, and after

being thus dried, it will keep its shape when put
into a pattern. Do not lay one board flat on top

of the other, but have strips between them as

shown in Fig. 31. This allows a circulation of

air all around each board and helps to keep the

boards straight. It is customary, in gluing up
stock for turned work, such as wheel or pulley

rims, to build each layer in V's like pie pieces.

When the layers are glued together, successive

layers are so placed that pie-piece joints in any

pair of layers will not come together.



CHAPTER IV

JOINTS

O EVERAL different kinds of joints are used

O in pattern-making. The jointing of pat-

terns is a very important factor, and often where

one joint on a pattern would be most suitable

another kind of a joint would be of no use. In

making a pattern the object is to make it so

that it will keep its shape and size, and in order

to do this the pattern-maker has to use much care

and judgment. A great help in pattern-making
is to know what kind of a joint will hold best

for the particular pattern in hand.

Fig. 32 shows a square or butt joint. This is

used only where there are layers of stock built

up and where the wood of one layer will cover

the joint of the next succeeding layer. As was

stated in a previous chapter, such a joint is used

in building up the segments for a pulley or gear.

Fig. 33 is also a square joint, but when the two

pieces are closed together a hole is bored and a

wooden dowel or plug glued in. This has no

great strength lengthwise, but the two pieces are

held from slipping out of place sideways.

Fig. 34 is a V joint. When glued it is much

stronger and more durable than either of the

square joints.
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Fig. 35 is a tongue joint, one of the most com-

monly used joints in pattern work. It is easy to

make and very strong when well glued. It is

used on wrebs of pulleys and gears that do not

have arms. The groove is made with the circu-

lar saw by setting the saw above the table height

and shifting it to the width required for the

tongue which fits into the groove. The tongue is

forced into the groove in glue to form a per-

fectly tight joint.

Fig. 36 is still another joint, seldom used, but

occasionally adopted where there are ribs high

up on a pattern. This joint holds the pieces to-

gether and keeps them from moving sideways.

Fig. 37 is an end-half lap joint and is gen-

erally used on long pattern work where single

strips are fastened together end to end. It can

be made with the circular saw when the pieces

are not too long. When joints are glued and

dry the pattern-maker sometimes puts a wood
screw through the joint, which makes a very

strong construction.

Fig. 38 is what is called a tongue-and-groove

joint. It is strong, durable and easy to make.

Care should be taken to make the tongue fit

tightly. This joint is very often used to make
the corners of square frames or any square-

cornered construction. It is also very useful on

crooked work.
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Fig. 39 is a tongue-and-groove joint similar to

Fig. 38, with several tongues. There is a special

device made for sawing the grooves, as will be

shown later. This is one of the best joints used

for pattern work where there are a large num-
ber of castings wanted from the pattern, as it is

strong, and, when well glued, makes a joint

nearly as good as a solid piece of wood. It is

used to great advantage on crooked work of any
thickness or width.

Fig. 40 shows a joint where several thick-

nesses of stock are glued one over the other, such

as segments for pulleys and gears, etc. Much
care should be taken in making all the layers of

stock of exactly the same thickness. If this is

not done, there will be open places where one

piece overlaps the other, allowing play to the

pieces- and consequent weakness.

Fig. 41 is a scarfed joint. It is stronger than

Fig. 32 and does very well for patterns where
there are not many castings wanted. It is well

to nail or screw this joint. The damp molding
sand will open up the joint if the pattern is in

the sand a great while.

Fig. 42 is used for thin work. It secures the

pieces so they can. not pull apart and locks them

in good shape. Make the small piece first, lay it

on top of the two pieces when placed end to end

and mark around it with a scratch awl. Then
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cut a hole through the two pieces to the marks.

After this has been done the small piece will

drop in and fit all around. Much care should

be exercised in making this a good joint, as the

thin stock is dependent upon the joint for

strength. Where pieces are placed end to end

the grain in the small piece should run with the

grain of the pieces joined.

Fig. 43 is similar to Fig. 42, except that it has

no center keys. It is used frequently for fasten-

ing core prints to patterns, also for fastening on

loose pieces, for both thick and thin work.

Fig. 44 is an open mortise-and-tenon joint.

This is used where there is a piece that projects

out a distance from the end or the center of a

piece, forming a T in shape. This must be strong
to keep its shape and place. An easy way to make
this is to bore a hole or two in the piece where

the mortise comes and then chisel it out, cutting
the tenon on the circular saw to fit this chiseled-

out hole.

Fig. 45 is a single-tongued dovetail joint and
is considered one of the strongest joints made.
It may be made in several tongues as well as one.

These joints are used in fine work and patterns
that require long service in the foundry. Tool
chests or boxes that require strength have the

corners made with this joint. There are several

of these joints that can be used for the same pur-
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pose in a pattern, but the shape and size are to

be considered for each case as it arises.

Many of the joints described in this chapter
will be used very little by an apprentice. Those

in most common use are illustrated in Figs. 32,

35, 37> 39> 4, 4*> 43 and 44. The dovetail joint

shown in Fig. 45 is used in framing and cabinet

work more than in pattern-making.



CHAPTER V
TURNING

IN
pattern-making much turning is required,

and of different shapes and sizes. Lathes are

made for pattern-making with a movable car-

riage, compound rest, swiveling headstock, and

set over tail stock and with a feed arrangement
for the carriage. For the general run of pattern

work the speed lathe is most commonly used, and

with it a large variety of work can be done. The

turning is done with what are called hand turn-

ing tools, mentioned in Chapter II.

Fig. 46 shows a speed lathe. A is the head-

stock, which is fastened to the bed, B, and should

be strong and substantially set to avoid the shak-

ing which is caused by the high speed at which

it is driven. There are generally four speeds, as

shown by cone G, Fig. 46. The highest speed is

obtained when the driving-belt is on the smallest

diameter on the cone, and it gradually dimin-

ishes as the belt is shifted to the larger steps on

the cone. A large piece of work in the lathe

should not run as fast as a small piece, but it

should be run as fast as it can and be safe, for, the

faster the work turns, the better and smoother

will be the turning. Inexperienced pattern-mak-

43
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ers speed up their large work too fast, and the

result is that the work flies out of the lathe and is

likely to be broken, or perhaps the workman is

injured. Speed lathes run between 1,200 and

2,400 revolutions per minute, depending upon
the step on which the belt is placed. The 1,200

speed should be used for very large and irregu-

lar-shaped stock. The 2,400 speed should be used

only after a piece is turned to a cylinder, and

then usually for small diameters only. D is a

movable post for holding the hand-tool rest E.

This post can be adjusted to any angle with the

ways of the lathe and can be placed on the lathe

bed to suit the job. F is the tailstock and can be

adjusted on the bed to suit any length of work.

G is a small screw to hold the spindle in place

after being turned up with the hand wheel H.
The work is sometimes too large in diameter to

turn on the inside end of the headstock and is

then turned on the outside end, which is some-

times provided with a large face plate, If which

has a left-hand thread so it will not come off

while turning.

Fig. 47 shows a floor stand for holding the tool

rest, A, for turning on this outside end. It has

feet, as shown, and rests on the floor. The tool

rest can be adjusted to the required height and an-

gle. To turn a solid piece of wood a fork center

(/, Fig. 46) ,
is used. It is wedge-shaped on the
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end, with a center point similar to a common
center. The two forked wedges K hold the

piece securely. Often the work has to be taken

out of the lathe and put back again, and unless

it is replaced in the same position it first occu-

pied it will not run true. To locate it when put-

ting it between centers the second time there is a

cut in one of the lips, as shown at the center of

K, Fig. 46. On the tailstock there is an ordinary
center as shown at L. These centers can be taken

out and replaced by other designs as the job re-

quires. A very common tail center is known as

a cup center (Fig. 49), which is similar to L ex-

cept that it has a rim outside of the center-

point.

The split pattern is one that is made in halves.

For doing this kind of work there are centers

made as shown in Fig. 48, which hold the two

pieces of wood together while turning. Fig. 48
is for the headstock and has lips inside of the

outer circle as shown, and is used for the same

purpose as J, Fig. 46. The ring on the outside

has a knife edge; it is driven into the ends of the

two pieces and holds them where they were

when the center was sunk into them. Much care

should be taken in having the joint lines of the

two pieces close together, and also to have the

point of this center on the joint of the two

halves, as shown in Fig. 50. The tailstock
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center, or cup center, is the same as Fig. 49, only

there are no lips. This should be kept well oiled

so as not to burn and spoil the center. In locat-

ing the headstock center the lips should come

as shown in Fig. 51, two of them coming in each

half. There are other ways of holding two

pieces together while turning, as will be shown

later. It is often necessary to fasten thin bosses

on patterns. For this kind of work a chuck, Fig.

52, is used. Take a piece of hard wood and turn

a taper on the end to fit the taper in the spindle

or shaft of the headstock; turn up the other end

as shown, 2^ or 3 in. in diameter; locate a pin
made out of a small wire nail in the center, also

three or four other small nails, with the points

sharpened. To turn the boss, drill a hole in the

center the same size as the pin in the chuck, slide

the piece on this pin and drive it into sharp pins

on the chuck to keep it from turning around

while turning it up. A small piece with a hole

through the center (Fig. 53), is set on the tail-

stock, and holds the boss up solid on the chuck.

This makes a very handy and cheap device for

turning these bosses.

Sometimes it is required to turn up a piece as

shown in Fig. 54. After the piece is turned

round it is difficult to cut away the stock as

shown and have it come to the center line; so

there is a center made, as shown in Fig. 55. The
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block is cut to size when in the square shape and

screwed onto this half holder as shown. Small,

short split pieces can be turned on this half

holder. The end of the block must be longer
than the end of the center with which it con-

nects, A.

The ordinary center-screw face plate is made
as shown in Fig. 56. Sometimes the boss is not

made a part of the face plate, as shown. A wood
screw is put through the face plate from the

headstock side and screwed into the piece to be

turned. This plate is commonly used for small

pieces which will not turn or twist easily on the

center screw. If the form with a boss is used,

as shown in Fig. 56, a'hole corresponding in size

to the boss must be bored in the face of the wood
which comes next to the face plate. The prin-

cipal advantage of the boss is to prevent the

piece from sliding. In other words, the boss

keeps the stock perfectly centered.

When there are two pieces wanted that are

both alike, such as in core boxes where there is a

whole box or both ends are the same, these are

turned on a face plate as in Fig. 57. A center

line is scratched very accurately on the face, as

shown; the joint line of the piece to be turned

is placed on this line and screwed fast; it is then

ready to turn. One half may be removed to see

that it is all right. If not, it can be put back
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again and turned as wanted without in any way
disturbing it from the center. This face plate

is also used for large pieces which would twist

on the center-screw face plate.

Fig. 58 shows different angles for turning a

plain round piece. Some prefer to hold the

chisel on an angle as shown by the dotted lines,

but the workman must be careful, as it is more

liable to rip into the work. It is true that it cuts

and does not act so much like a scraper as does

the full-line chisel, but if the lathe speed is fast

the tool will cut very well and there will be less

danger of its catching and being thrown back

against the operator. As a rule the tool is held

for face plate work as shown in the full-line part
of Fig. 58. For spindle turning, however, the

tool should be held as in the dotted line illustra-

tion, and, if possible, the lower ground surface

of the tool's cutting edge should rest flatly on the

revolving stock. It should be tangent to this re-

volving surface.

Fig. 59 is what is called a cutting tool, or a

skew chisel, because its cutting edge is ground
at an angle to the center line and is beveled on

both sides to a very keen edge. It is used as

shown in Fig. 60. It will be hard at first to cut

with it satisfactorily, but with practice it can be

mastered and makes a good, safe tool. The

principle of tangency spoken of above should be

kept in mind at all times.



CHAPTER VI

TURNING

THE
tools and appliances used in turning

are many, and they all have a particular

value for certain kinds of work. The use of some

tools and parts of the lathe was illustrated and

explained in Chapter V, but there are still others

to be described.

Fig. 6 1 is a driving chuck similar to Fig. 56
and 57, Chapter V, only this has the screw, A,
fastened on the chuck. The thread is very

coarse, and before screwing on the piece of wood
to be turned a small hole should be bored in it

so that the pressure of the screw in the wood will

not split it. Hard wood will split much easier

than soft.

It is occasionally necessary to remove a piece
from the lathe to try it into another piece already
turned or completed at the bench. If the piece
were put on a face plate like Fig. 61, the thread

would soon wear so that it would not hold. A
very convenient appliance to obviate this defect

is shown in Figs. 62 and 63. The taper of Fig.
62 is the same as the taper in the headstock, so

it will fit snugly and not slip or turn around. The

piece to be turned is screwed onto the face of

Fig. 63 with a common wood screw at A . After

51
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it is screwed up tight the piece of wood and plate

are screwed onto the part of the chuck which fits

into the headstock. The piece being turned can

be removed as many times as necessary by un-

screwing the part shown in Fig. 63 without

affecting the work. When a face plate similar

to the one shown in Fig. 61 is used, the face plate

and wood should be removed together if further

turning is necessary.

Another very handy appliance is shown in

Fig. 64. This can either be used in the head- or

tailstock. A piece can be screwed on by wood
screws and turned, or it can go in the tailstock

and act as a back for a piece.

A chuck similar to Fig. 65 is another very use-

ful tool for holding drills and bits or for turning

small dowels, etc. It should run true and fit

either head- or tailstock. A hole is bored part

way in the milled face
;
this is for a wrench, to

tighten the piece in the chuck more securely.

When turning large work, such as cylinder bar-

rels or any large piece, it is necessary to have

something to center and hold the work in place,

and if it is a split pattern it must be held so the

halves will not separate.

For the headstock end of the pattern a device

shown in Fig. 66 is sometimes used, made of

steel or malleable iron with a projection or

tongue at A. There is a deep center line
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scratched across the face which must be exactly

through the center B. This is to center the piece

on the joint of the pattern if it is a split pattern.

A small hole is drilled as shown at C. This

should be on the center line through the tongue.
After this has been screwed onto the pattern in

the proper place, Fig. 67 is fastened on the tail-

stock end of the piece to be turned. This is the

same as the device shown in Fig. 66, except that

it does not have the projection and is generally
made of lignum-vitae. This wood is hard and

has an oily surface, thus making it run freely on

the tail center. The common centers are placed
in the head- and tailstock; the plate (Fig. 68) is

then screwed on to the spindle of the head end.

There is a slot, Jf, in this plate, which is used for

the purpose of receiving the tongue on A, Fig.
66. When power is put onto the lathe it turns

the plate, and by engaging with the tongue and

slot causes the pattern to revolve in the lathe.

Fig. 69 is the same as Fig. 67, only it is used

for the head end instead of Fig. 66 when smaller

work is to be turned. The two slots, B ,
are for

the purpose of receiving the flat projections of

the form center (/, Fig. 46, Chapter V.) It is

not commonly used, and it is not advisable to use

this plate on very large work, or over 12 in. in

diameter.

A handy chuck is shown in Fig. 70. The two
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jaws A A are independent of each other, and one

can be raised or lowered without disturbing the

other. They are screwed up or down by screw

#, which has a thread cut nearly the whole

length. C is a continuation of B which is made

square for the purpose of receiving a wrench.

Fig. 71 is an illustration of the way this chuck

works. One end of a piece is to be turned out of

center as shown, and the problem is to set this

block in the proper location for the work. The
face of this chuck and the block must be true

in every way. Mark on the end that is to be

turned the center of the required diameter, open
the jaws A, move up the tailstock to the center

which has been marked, screw up the hand wheel

(H, Fig. 46, Chapter V) so that the block will

stay in place, and turn the ends C C till the jaws

clamp the block. To keep the block in line

with the jaws before screwing the second jaw,
use one jaw to help locate the block on the center,

raise up the bottom jaw till the center is located

all right, and slide it sidewise until the center is

determined the other way. Then turn the end

of the screw, and the mark is ready.

Another chuck, similar to the one in Fig. 71,

is shown in Fig. 72. In this the jaws work to-

gether by the screw 5, the section D being dove-

tailed on the jaw E, which is worked up and

down by the screw. Jaws D D are made with
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different shapes of cutouts. The one shown in

Fig. 72 is a V shape, but there are half circles

of different diameters and other shapes that are

found necessary. This chuck is specially useful

for metal patterns, which will be dealt with

later.

Fig. 73 is called a dog and is made of steel

in different sizes and in shapes as shown. These

are used as clamps, and draw and hold two pieces

together as shown in Fig. 74.

For small split patterns a piece of corrugated
metal about % in. wide is used to hold the halves

together (Fig. 75). It is driven into the end

of the pattern at right angles with the division

line and in positions similar to the ones occupied

by the dogs in Fig. 73.

Another way to hold the halves of a split pat-

tern together, if it is a spindle-turning job, is to

screw the halves together at points beyond the

limits of pattern length. These ends containing
the screws are cut off when the turning is com-

pleted.



CHAPTER VII

TURNING

IN
large turning such as rings, pulleys and

jobs of that kind, the face plates are made
of wood as the chuck or iron face plate (Fig. 46,

Chapter V) is not large enough for very large
work. The face plates shown in the present

chapter illustrate the different constructions

for large work. The iron chuck is screwed

on the back when in use, and should be located

in the center. If it is not, it will cause the work

to shake and not run true, and the turning tool

will be in danger of catching in the piece. It is

better to spend a few minutes longer in locating

the iron chuck centrally on the wooden face

plate than to rush the work and simply fasten

it where it looks central.

Fig. 76 shows a face plate made out of a wide

board. There are battens (A) across the grain
on the back to strengthen it and keep it from

warping. A face plate made in this way has to

be trued up frequently, because it gets out of

shape on account of the strains to which the

grain of the board is subjected. It is not ad-

visable to use this kind of face plate for a job

that will take very long to turn, for it will not
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stay long in shape. They are inexpensive, how-

ever, and are used for short jobs.

A good face plate is shown in Fig. 77- The
four segments A are sawed out lengthwise of the

wood, which makes it superior to the chuck in

Fig. 76, as it resists the strains which are caused

by the variations of temperature. It is trued up
much better and smoother, especially on the cir-

cumference, as there is no end grain, which is

always more or less rough. To hold these seg-

ments together there are two bars across the back

let into each other by a half lap joint as shown

in Fig. 78. They are then glued and screwed

together. They should be screwed before the

glue has set, so they can be brought tightly to-

gether while the glue is warm. Fasten this cross-

piece on the back of the four segments, as shown
in Fig. 79 ; glue and screw as shown. This makes
a very good face plate for work, say, 18 in. to

2 ft. in diameter. When getting out the stock

for the cross bars make them about i J4 m - thick

by 2 in. wide and have them both exactly the

same thickness and width. If the segments A
are not exactly the same thickness it does not

matter so much, because after it is put in the

lathe it can easily be trued off.

Face plates for very large work are made sim-

ilar to Figs. 80 and 81, say for work 4 ft. and

upward in diameter. A face plate for as large
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work as this requires more supports than the

smaller sizes. Although there are eight arms

in Fig. 80, it is not absolutely necessary that on

face plates for work ranging from 2 to 4 ft. in

diameter there should be eight arms. With six-

arm plates use only six segments, B. In making
these face plates, make them the thickness and

width of the bars A all the same. On the 4 to

6-foot plate make the thickness not less than 2

in. and the width not less than 3^ in. In a plate

of this size it is very important to make it strong

and secure. All the bars A are glued and

screwed to the board C, Fig. 81. After this has

been done segments B are glued and screwed to

the bars A as shown; the holes for screws are

bored in, say, half the thickness of the segments,
the size of the head of the screw. Then a smaller

hole the size of the wire of the screw is bored

through the board. After these have all been

screwed and glued the holes are plugged up
with wood over the heads of the screws, so that

when the face is trued off it will be smooth. Put

the plugs in with the grain the same way as in

the segments.

Fig. 82 shows a face plate similar to Fig. 80,

only instead of piece C, Fig. 81, screwed on the

outside, it is fastened on the inside as shown at

A. This piece A should miter together length-

wise of the wood, and the joint is made as in Fig.
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84. This is a tongue joint as described in Chap-
ter IV, Fig. 35. The piece A is placed on the

inside instead of on the outside or back, as C,

Fig. 81, because, the nearer the piece that is

being turned is to the iron chuck, the better it

will turn, as the work will be steadier.

Fig. 83 shows the reverse side of Fig. 82.

In Fig. 8 1 there is quite a distance from the

back of C where the iron chuck is screwed on

the front of the face plate 5, making quite an

overhang, which has a tendency to make the

work shiver and shake. If the turner had a piece

of work on this face plate that was 6 or 8 in.

deep, he would have to be very careful or his

turning tool would catch into the piece and

make trouble.

Fig. 85 is a face plate of segments glued up
as shown. This is the best form of construction

for keeping the shape of the face plate. It is not

used for work over 3 ft. in diameter, because it

is quite heavy.

Sometimes the turner may have a job that will

call for two face plates and the shop may have

only one iron chuck available. Then he will

have to use the same iron chuck for the two face

plates. Fig. 86 shows how to locate the iron

chuck on both face plates and have them exactly

in the same place, so that the work will run

truly in both cases. Screw the face plate onto
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the iron chuck in the proper place. Bore two

holes close to the chuck, so that when dowels are

driven into these holes the chuck will rest against

both dowels. Diametrically across the chuck

from a point midway between the dowels is cut

a notch, and a piece of wood is screwed on the

face plate into the notch. With this arrange-
ment the turner can replace the iron chuck to its

original position by removing the piece of wood
screwed into the notch, and, after replacing the

chuck, screwing the piece of wood back again.

Fig. 87 shows a special device for holding

rings that may want turning off. There are

grooves cut as shown in the face of the face plate

so that the jaw shown in Fig. 88 slides in or out

from the center to fit any ring. Ring patterns

are sometimes made too large, necessitating some

turning off on the outside or the inside, and this

device is for holding the ring centrally on the

face plate.

Fig. 88 shows the cast iron piece. On the face,

A, a piece of wood is screwed. If there is a ring

on the lathe that measures, say, 24 in. on the out-

side, and the inside of the ring is to be turned

off, move these irons so that the wood on the

face will come about 1 1 ^4 in. from the center,

at any rate a distance less than the radius of the

outside of the ring; turn off enough of this wood

to fit the 24-in. ring, so it will fit tight as shown
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in Fig. 89, and then turn off all that is necessary

on the inside ring. If there is a ring that wants

turning off on the outside, turn the iron pieces

around as shown in Fig. 90 and do the same as

before. This time the blocks, when first fastened

into the face A, must be farther from the center

than the radius of the inside of the ring, to allow

some stock to be turned off these blocks.



CHAPTER VIII

TURNING

MACHINE turning is the work done on a

large lathe when tools are held in a tool

post. Machine turning is much easier than hand

turning, and by it a much better job can be done,
and in less time. There is, of course, more or less

hand work, and probably always will be.

Fig. 91 shows a piece of work being turned in

a machine turning-lathe. A is the headstock, B
is the iron chuck, C is the face plate to which the

piece Z>, the work to be turned, is fastened. The

piece D is secured to the face plate by wood
screws from the back of the face plate. The
tool used and the tool post, or holder for the

tool, can be turned at any angle, and there is a

feed arrangement so that the tool E can be

worked in or out. The tool post is adjustable
on the base F, which is also movable on the base

G, and this also can be moved on the base or

carriage H. This carriage and base G F and tool

E can be moved together on the ways, so that any

angle or desired feed can be had.

Fig. 92 shows a front view of the arrangement
for holding the tool and the adjustment for same.

E is the cutting tool, which is secured in the tool

66
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post, /, by a screw, 7; there is a slot in this post

as shown in Fig. 93. The cutting tool has fre-

quently to be raised or lowered, and by the aid

of a small piece of steel, Fig. 94, which has the

same curve on the bottom as the bottom of the

post has, it can be set at any angle, as shown in

Fig. 95- The base that holds the tool post /

can be moved on G by the handle K (Fig. 92).

The joint L shows where the different angles are

obtained by swinging around the tool, tool post

and bases F and G. On this line the surface M
is marked off in degrees so that any angle wanted

can be obtained very quickly and accurately.

N is moved on H, which also moves everything
above this to the back or front. H is moved on

bed toward or away from the headstock.

To turn the inside of D (Fig. 91) the tool E
is set up to work as shown, and the angle wanted

is set by the marks at M; the power is put on

and the cutting tool is worked back and forth by
the hand wheel. To turn the bottom at P, Fig.

91, a square-end tool is used and worked back

and forth by the handle 0, Fig. 92. The corner

can be made with a round-nose hand-turning tool

by simply, resting the tool on the top of the

machine tool E. Before taking out the screws

in the back of the face plate C, which holds the

pattern on, force some screws through the bottom

at P into the face plate. This will hold the
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pattern exactly in the same place, so that when
the pattern is reversed to turn the outside uniform

thickness will result. Take out the screws on

the back, keep the bevel of the movable carriage
and compound rest the same, and locate the tool

so that it will give the required thickness
; change

the cutting tool around so that the other edge
will do the cutting.

In Fig. 96 at A is the cutting edge for the

inside. B will do the cutting on the outside.

This tool is called a spear, or diamond point.

Fig. 97 shows another handy method for turn-

ing a circular shape on the inside of a pattern.

A shows the pattern. B is the cutting tool as

shown in Fig. 98. It is secured to the carriage
the same as in the first job shown. Assuming
the radius to be turned out as 12 in., after secur-

ing the tool in the tool post, turn the handle C
until the edge of the cutter is just 12 in. to the

center, where the rest turns around to any angle.

Say that D is the center. Now it is 12 in. to

the cutting edge of B, as shown. This center

should come on the center line of the lathe be-

tween the head and tail center. Swing the entire

rest around on this center, and the thing is done.

To regulate the chip to be taken off, move the

carriage up near the headstock. This saves mak-

ing a templet and makes a true circle or part

of a circle. The tool shown in Fig. 99 is used
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for taking off the first chip and also for facing

off segments on any disk that may be on the face

plate. It works well also on outside diameters.

The tool Fig. 100 is good for general work on

straight flat surfaces and is made in different

sizes.

Fig. 101 shows an odd shape for a turning

tool, but it is a "slick cutter" and leaves the wood

as smooth as a piece of glass. The tool shown

in Fig. 100 acts more as a scraper, but it is used

as much as any tool for lathe work.

The tool in Fig. 102 is a cutting-off tool. The

shape of the end acts as a knife and cuts or leaves

a mark so that when the cutting edge strikes the

wood it leaves a good smooth surface. The end

grain of the wood is always hard to cut and keep

smooth, and this tool is especially designed for

this kind of turning. It is very important that

the points be always sharp. It is not necessary

that the one tool should have both points. They
can be made in two separate tools and have a

point on opposite sides in the two tools. One

particular difficulty with this tool is that the

points are very easily burned or dulled.

Fig. 103 shows a boring tool, and is used for

holes that can not be easily reached. These tools

are made right and left hand.

Fig. 104 is also a boring tool. It has a sharp

point, and the side is made with a knife edge. It
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is also made right and left hand, and, like the

tool Fig. 102, it is easily burned.

Fig. 105 is a diamond or arrow point, and is

used for finishing. When properly sharpened it

will cut very smoothly and can be used both

ways. It is used mostly for long, straight

work, such as pipes, cylinder barrels and similar

patterns.

Turning tools should always be kept in good

shape, sharp and bright with a rack or cupboard
for them so the edges do not knock one another.

There should be a place for each tool, and it

should always be put back in the place made for

it. Never leave the tools lying around on the

lathe. It is bad for the tools, and it does not

look well. The workman should take as good
care of the machine tools as he would of his

own or even better, for it is his responsibility.

It is the same way with the machines. A good
workman should not look upon them as old junk
even if some of them may look so. They are

there to use, and care should be taken of them.



CHAPTER IX

THE CIRCULAR SAW

THE
circular saw is an indispensable ma-

chine for pattern-making. It is mostly
used for roughing-out purposes, removing stock,

ripping up and cutting off. It is quite a labor-

saver, also, when used with devices that may be

applied to it for doing special jobs. Fig. 106

shows a simple pattern. There are many de-

signs made, but the principle is the same in all.

Some machines are so made that the table A can

be set at a level. The saw B is adjustable so it

can be raised or lowered above the surface of the

table. There is a ripping gauge C which can be

set any distance from the saw that the table will

allow, and it is used for cutting stock to a width

with the rip saw. The miter gauge D is used for

cutting off stock with the cut-off saw at any de-

gree or angle. There are usually two of these,

one for cutting bevels and the other for cutting

square ends. These gauges slide in the groove E.

The saws commonly used are called the rip

saw and the cut-off saw. Saws are also made that

are used for both ripping and cutting off. These

are called combination saws. A circular saw,
when sharpened properly and hung true, cuts

very smoothly, even so that the piece sawed may
73
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be sand-papered as it comes from the saw with-

out dressing down. It requires a good saw-filer,

one that is accustomed to filing saws, to make a

saw cut clear and smooth. Saws should be in-

trusted for filing only to men that know their

business.

There are several ways in which the teeth of a

saw may be filed. It is quite a knack to do it

right. The object in filing saws is, of course, to

secure smooth and fast cutting with as little

power as possible. Good results cannot be ob-

tained by pushing and shoving the stock through.
In Fig. 107 are shown the teeth of a rip saw

of approved pattern. Of course, there are many
good forms. The first thing to do in putting
a saw in order is to make the saw a true circle.

This can be done by holding a piece of emery
stone up to the saw so that the points will all

touch the stone. This gives a guide to file the

teeth, as the stone will make flat places, and will

also make the saw run true on the arbor or shaft.

After filing put it back on the saw arbor exactly

as it was when trued with the emery stone. A
mark can be made on the saw before taking it off,

and it can be placed back by the same mark.

Fig. 107 shows one shape of tooth that works

well. Use a standard saw gummer and a No. 3

saw swage to swage the teeth. After the saw is

done it will look as in Figs. 107 and 108. An-
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other way to file the shape of tooth is shown in

Fig. 109. The tooth is strong, and the hook is

made with a three-cornered file. Figs. 108 and

109 will make a kerf or cut as A, Fig. 1 10. For

filing a cut-off saw a shape as in Fig. 1 1 1 cuts

very nicely with every fifth tooth filed square

across as shown in Fig. 112. Some file cut-off

saws without the straight tooth, which leaves a

cut or kerf as in B, Fig. 1 10. When sawing a

spline with this style of tooth you are obliged to

doctor the cut, as it will leave ridges and not a

flat surface.

A saw for both rip and cut-off is shown in Fig.

113 and is called a combination saw. For nice

work such as patterns this saw is excellent, if it

is kept in good shape and sharp. The teeth are

shaped made as shown. The maker of this saw

claims that it needs no set, but without any set

it soon gets dull on the points and then the work

pinches. If a little set is made it leaves more

clearance in the cut, the work does not pinch so

soon and it gives longer service for each filing.

Time and experience will enable one to file saws

so they will cut well and do good work.

In making lags for a cylinder or pipe as shown
in Fig. 114 the lags B are cut on an angle, as

shown, to fit each other as they are matched to-

gether around on the head C. This bevel can

be cut by making a board, Fig. 115, the bevel to
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be obtained as shown in Fig. 114 by dotted lines

at A. This angle may be determined with a

protractor, or a full-sized drawing may be made
and the bend square laid on the drawing to de-

termine the lag angle. Next saw the lags B, Fig.

114. Be particular about the width, because if

they are not accurate, they will run over or come
short when fastened on the head.

Fig. 1 1 6 shows a sawing device used when the

table A (Fig. 106) does not tilt. The thickness

of the lags is shown at E and F. The board that

the lags are sawed out of should be of uniform

thickness and planed on both sides. The dis-

tance between the saw and gauge is set so that

the width of the lags will come as required. To
find out the width, lay out on a board the full

size of the lags fastened on head, reproduce the

individual lag sizes and saw to the lines. The
bevel piece, Fig. 115, is fastened onto the table A.

In sawing these lags, some saw them as shown
in Fig. 117 by sawing out a board as wide as

the lag on the outer surface and cutting the

bevel afterwards. This, however, wastes con-

siderable stock if there are many lags or staves

to saw. Fig. 118 shows the stock on each side

that will be wasted. A better and more eco-

nomical way to saw is shown in Fig. 116. E is

the lag. The bevel on one side is being sawed by
saw B. To saw the other edge of the lag turn
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the piece upside down with the edge being sawed

(as illustrated in Fig. 116) next to the guide,

and saw the other side. Both edges of the board

should be straightened on the buzz planer (to be

shown later) which makes the edges straight

so that the lags will be uniform in width.

If more than one lag is to be sawed from

one board the process of sawing may be con-

tinued by turning the board upside down after

each saw cut. Each sawing forms one edge on

each of two. If the saw is in good shape it will

cut smooth and the work will need no smoothing
with the hand plane, which will save much time.

Ordinarily, however, it is wise to use the hand

plane a very little. When gluing stock from the

saw do not use glue that is too thin, as it will

soak into the wood and do no good.
There are many saw "tricks." By this is meant

there are many special things which can be done

with a circular saw, but only square or bevel-

edge ripping and square or miter-end cross-cut

sawing are the uses to which the circular saw is

usually subjected.



CHAPTER X
THE CIRCULAR SAW

THE
circular saw is a very useful machine

in the pattern shop, but it is a very dan-

gerous tool if used carelessly as it will cut a

w/orkman's fingers or hand without giving the

slightest warning. The familiar motto : "Don't

monkey with the buzz saw," might well be posted
over each machine. An experienced pattern-

worker says: "When doing any work on this

machine, don't have your eyes on something else

and don't fool, but have your eyes and mind on

the saw and what you are doing." This advice

is good, too, in the use of any machine used in a

woodworking shop.

In making cylinder barrels or pipe, a head is

made on which to fasten the lags or staves. These

heads are made circular, or in the form of a

polygon, as shown in Fig. 119. Suppose we
have a long pipe to make, requiring a number of

these heads. It is necessary that they should be

all alike. Fig. 120 shows a device for sawing
these on the circular saw which makes them true

and uniform. This device can be called a rotary

protractor, as it is used to cut angles. The con-

struction is simple, but the teeth in B should be

made very accurately and spaced equally around

80
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the circumference. This protractor (A) should

be made of hard wood, preferably lignum-vitae,

as it is hard and durable. Aluminum wears well

and is also light. C is a piece of hard wood that

holds the ratchet wheel B from turning. This

is screwed on to the side as shown in Fig. 121.

This ratchet wheel is set into a depression in the

board^, Fig. 120, the diameter and depth of the

wheel in thickness and diameter. If the board

A is i in. thick, we will set the wheel in ^2 in.,

which is also the thickness of the ratchet. A hole

is bored in the center which fits into a pin D.

The fit should be snug, but the ratchet must turn

easily on this pin. The pin D should be about

i in. in diameter and glued solidly into the board

A. There are four points E on the ratchet B to

hold the piece to be sawed in place. It is very
convenient to have two center lines scratched on

the board through the center at right angles to

each other, as they enable the turner to locate the

piece centrally. Fig. 1 22 shows a section through
F F, and Fig. 121 shows the edge of the board A,

Fig. 1 20, with the spring of hard wood, G.

Fig. 123 illustrates the way in which the pro-
tractor is used. A B is the protractor, shown in

Fig. 120. D is the saw table. E is the ripping

gauge, which is supplied with all circular saw

machines. To saw this piece, set the ripping

gauge the right distance from the saw to place
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the center of the ratchet at such a distance from

the saw that the flat places on the head C will be

sawed correctly. When this has been obtained,

sink the piece C into the points on the center

lines, turn the ratchet one notch and push the

board. The saw will cut off one polygon side at

G. Draw the board back and turn the ratchet

two notches. This provides six sides on the half

head shown. Therefore, we will turn two every

time after the first sawing G, as in Fig. 123.

Some pattern-makers prefer to make their

heads on a circle, as shown in Fig. 124, and fit

the lags to the circle. Experience shows that it

takes longer to make the lags by this method and

does not produce any stronger patterns. But

as it is the method that some use, we will describe

this way to concave the lag by the circular saw

to fit the head. A is the head and B are the lags

or staves (Fig. 124) . To cut the arc the lag has

to be passed over the saw at an angle as shown in

Fig. 125. To know the angle at which to pass

the lag over the saw, lay out on the end of the

lag a circle that has the diameter of the head

that the lag has to fit, then set the saw above the

table A, the height that the arc is above the bot-

tom of the board to be cut, and swing the strip

B to the angle so that the saw will cut to the

line made on the end of the lag. If the diameter

of the saw is greater than the diameter of the
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head, you can saw the arc by passing the lag over

the saw once. If the saw is smaller than the arc

on the lag, it will be necessary to pass it over two

or three times. When it is necessary to pass the

lag over the saw more than once, the saw first

cuts to one line, making the edge of the sawed-

out part, and then to the other edge the second

time. Then change strip B so as to cut the ridge

that will be left in the center. It may be that

three cuts are not enough. If so, pass it over

again.

Fig. 126 shows the saw D cutting exactly on

the line on the end of lag C. B is a strip of wood
that acts as a gauge for the lag when passing it

over the saw. The proper arc is sometimes made
on the lags after sawing by planing with a plane
called a lag plane. This takes much time and

is hard work. If a man becomes an expert at

saw work he will soon distance the man who
works with planes and hand tools.

Fig. 127 shows a tongue-and-groove joint

which may be made with the circular saw. Take

a board 6 or 8 in. wide, % or i in. thick and

nearly as long as the saw table A, Fig. 128. For

this work a saw is generally used that cuts a kerf

about 5-32 or 3-16 in. wide, and this saw is used

for this work only. Cut a groove part way
through the thickness and length of the board

C. A strip, D, of hard wood as thick as the
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groove is wide, and also as thick as the saw, is

glued into this groove. Move the ripping gauge
near enough to the saw so that the space between

the saw and strip D will be the same ?.s the thick-

ness of the saw. If we are using a saw 3-16 in.

thick, the strip D will be 3-16 in. thick and the

space between strip D and saw B will also be

3-16 in., the gauge being set to let C carefully

down over the saw so that the saw will come

through about % in., as this is the most common

depth of cut used. Clamp the board C to the

saw table A with wood clamps E, as shown, to

hold it securely on the table. Before sawing
the pieces that are wanted take a waste block

from the wood box, hold it against the strip'D
and pass it through the saw. After this has

been done, put the cut over the strip D and pass

it through the saw again ; repeat as many times

as possible, determined by the width of the block.

See Fig. 129. After the block has been sawed

across in this way, rip it through the center of

its width and try the halves by fitting tongues
in grooves. They should fit easily without any

friction; if not, the board C must be shifted to

one side or the other. When doing this be care-

ful and keep the strip D perfectly parallel with

the saw. When the trial blocks fit without any
friction we are ready to saw the joints for the

finished work. One side of the pieces should be
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smooth. Always start with this smooth side

against the strip D. When getting out the stock

for a piece to be jointed in this manner, make

it longer than the desired length of joined pieces

by the depth of the cut, so that when put together

they will be the correct size. When cutting the

other side or piece that fits into the first piece

there will be a groove instead of a tongue. To
make this half match, take the first piece cut

and place the first cut made over the strip D so

that the smooth side will come next to the saw.

Now place the smooth side of the second piece

so that the smooth side of this will rest against

the smooth side of the first piece, the two sides

coming together. Then pass over the saw with

first piece as a guide. This makes the first cut

in the second piece. Complete the sawing as on

first piece. Do not try to force the work through,

but let the saw cut its way. Fig. 129 shows the

first piece partly sawed and guided by the

strip D,



CHAPTER XI

MACHINE TOOLS

THE
machine tools used for pattern-making

are designed so that a great variety of work
can be done on them. Modern tools have many
improvements for doing work rapidly and ac-

curately, and it is necessary to obtain the best

machines that can be had for first-class pattern-

shop work.

Fig. 130 shows a scroll saw, or, as it is more

commonly called among pattern-makers, a jig

saw. It is used to cut spiral ornaments or holes

of odd shapes. The table B in some make of

machines is made of iron, and in some of wood,
as shown, glued up in strips, planed true and

straight, with an arrangement so that the table

can be set at an angle, with a plate, C, showing
the degree marks at which it may be set. The

saws, A y vary in length, and different lengths of

saws can be used by raising or lowering the top

guide.

Fig.. 131 shows the saw A passing through the

table B. These saws are filed with teeth as

shown.

If there is an odd-shaped hole to cut out of a

solid piece, as Fig. 132, C, first bore a hole, B,

large enough to allow the saw to pass through it;
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detach the saw A from the holders on the ma-

chine and pass it through the hole B
;
then attach

again in the machine and saw around on the

mark. Some machines are provided with a

rotary fan for the purpose of removing the saw-

dust from the lines to keep them visible.

Fig. 133 shows a band saw, almost indis-

pensable in pattern-making. It will cut with

great rapidity and trueness if the saw is sharp
and filed with a proper "set" in it. It is espe-

cially useful for cutting teeth in wheels or for

sawing segments when making wheel patterns or

gears. The band saw is an endless piece of sheet

steel from several inches in width to as narrow

as 1-32 in., carrying saw teeth and moving ver-

tically and steadily in one direction. It is used

entirely for outside work, or cutting in from

the outside edge of a board, as shown in Fig.

134. The table B (Fig. 133) is so constructed

that it can be set at a bevel or angle on or less

than 45. A shows the saw, and C the top guide,
which can be raised or lowered to suit the thick-

ness of stock. It is best to have this guide as

near the work as possible, as the saw will run

truer and the line can be followed more ac-

curately. A great many devices are used with

the band saw for doing work quickly and ac-

curately, and well known among experts as tricks

in pattern-making. These will be shown later.
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The buzz planer or jointer, often called an

edger, is shown in Fig. 135. It is a very dan-

gerous tool, as the knives A are exposed between

two tables, B and G, and there is no shield ex-

cept the piece in the hand to prevent the ringers

from coming in contact with the knives. There

are two shields made to cover that part of the

knives not in use, but if the work should catch

in a knot and throw the piece from under the

hand, there is nothing to prevent the hand from

going into the knives, and when such a thing

happens it means a disfigurement for life.

"Never under any conditions allow the hands

to pass over the knives on top of the piece you
are planing, but always keep them back or ahead

of them." This is a good rule for short work,
but for long pieces it is not necessary to follow

it. Never try to plane a piece that is too small

or short, say shorter than 12 or 14 in. It is better

to waste a few inches in length by starting with

a piece too long than to run the chances of losing

a finger or hand.

In Fig. 135, A are the knives, which revolve

very rapidly, and, when sharp, cut very smooth

and true. The table G should be exactly in a

line with the knives when they are at their highest

point, and the depth of the table B below that of

A determines the thickness of the chip or shav-

ing. The tables are raised and lowered by the
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hand wheels Z>, which slide on blocks F, which

are on an incline. C is a gauge to make the edge

square or on a bevel, as in Fig. 136. B is the

table, C the gauge or fence, and A the piece be-

ing planed. When changing the knives the

tables are moved away from them by the hand

wheels E E, which gives the workman more room

to work. A great many shops buy their lumber

rough from the saw, and it comes more or less

twisted. By passing the board over this planer
with a side on the table G, one side is trued and

straightened, but not always with parallel sur-

faces or uniform thickness. If parallel surfaces

are required, the piece is next run through a

pony planer described later. When there is oc-

casion to make a cut on one end of a piece, as

shown in Fig. 137, this is done by lowering the

table B so that it will allow the cutters to cut the

depth required. If there is a square piece to turn

in the lathe the corners may be planed off as

shown in Fig. 138, and thus save much time in

turning.



CHAPTER XII

MACHINE TOOLS

THE
surface or cylinder planer, sometimes

called a pony planer, is shown in Fig. 139.

This machine differs in construction from the

buzz planer and is not nearly so dangerous, as

the knives are covered up. The knives are

fastened onto the cylinder A, the same as on the

buzz, only they run or cut the top surface in-

stead of the under surface. This machine is

used for planing straight flat surfaces, or "par-

allel work." The knives on the cylinder A are the

same as on the buzz planer and revolve very

rapidly between the two rolls B B, which are feed

rolls. The front roll is grooved and is the first

feed roll. This feeds the stock into the knives.

The back roll is smooth and feeds the stock

through after it leaves the front roll. The table

C is raised and lowered by the handle and shaft

D to the thickness required. We will suppose a

board \y2 in. thick is to be planed to a parallel

thickness, as the common term is, of i in. Do not

set the table at i in., as that would make the

planer take off too great a chip at one cutting.

One-eighth or three-sixteenths is enough to take

off at once and does not strain the machine. The

two rolls E E are loose, which makes it easier to
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enter or take a board from the machine. The

weight F is for the purpose of holding down the

rolls B B onto work so as to feed it through. The
first side of a board may be surfaced on the buzz

planer, or both sides may be surfaced on the pony

planer.

If there is occasion to make a piece with one

side narrower or thinner than the other, as in

Fig. 140 ,
as the draft on the ribs or sides of a

pattern, get out a strip, A, of the thickness that

is to be taken off the piece. That is, suppose we
have a rib that is 6 in. high and i in. thick. On
a piece of this height, say the top is to be re-

duced to % in. thick. To plane this we will get

out a strip y^ in. thick and not ve*ry wide, shown

at A. This tips up one side when passing through
the planer, as shown in Fig. 140. If there is

occasion to plane a piece of stock very thin, take

a board, say about i in. thick, as shown by B,

Fig. 141, the thin board being shown by A. If

this thicker board were not used, the thin piece
would not be straight, but would curl and twist

as it went through the machine. When selecting

lumber for this thin work, get as straight a grain
as possible. If there are knots in the piece, or it

is cross-grained, it will be likely to come out of

the machine in a broken condition. Do not try

to plane a piece that is shorter than the distance

between the two rolls B B, Fig. 139. The piece
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should be long enough so that when it leaves the

grooved roll the smooth roll has caught it and

the piece will continue feeding through the

machine.

The boring machine shown in Fig. 142 is used

for boring holes and making countersinks for

screws. On some makes of machines the table A
can be set at different angles. The table is raised

and lowered by the hand wheel D, which is con-

nected with a shaft E, which has a screw thread

cut on it the whole length. The table slides on

ways or guides F. The drills or bits are held in

place by the chuck B, and this chuck is fastened

onto the spindle /, which is raised and lowered

by a foot lever C. The collar K can be adjusted
on the spindle J to regulate the depth of the hole.

The weight G is for drawing the boring tool out

of the hole. H is the slowest speed pulley, and I

the highest. For large-size bits it is better to

run the lowest speed; for drilling brass the

highest speed gets the best results.

Fig. 143 shows a tool for doing routing work,
that is, cutting a surface parallel with the sur-

face that rests on the table. Fig. 144 shows a

piece with a depressed surface parallel with both

top and bottom. To get this use a flat-bottom

bit, boring nearly the depth wanted, and then

change the bit for the router, Fig. 143, and finally

rout the piece to the required line.
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Fig. 145 shows a piece of wood cut with a

flat, round-cornered tool with different radii of

a circle, for making corners. Cutters are made
for marking a surface parallel with the table;

these are used with the cylinder planer. When
using these tools the speed should be fast, as they

cut much smoother with high speed than with

low.

Fig. 146 shows a universal trimmer, without

\vhich no pattern shop is complete. The draw-

ing or shaving movement of the knives AA makes

a finish to the work that is not obtainable in any
other way. It is necessary, however, to keep
the knives very sharp. The handle F is detach-

able and can be adjusted to suit the work or the

convenience of the operator. The wings B are

held at the top and bottom rigidly and unchange-

ably in their relation to the knife cut, and are

easily adjusted to any angle to the plane of

knife travel. Smaller ones are made for bench

use, but they will not cut large pieces. The
one shown is on a standard and is easily shifted

from one place to another in a room. It may
be turned on this standard as shown. D is a

hand wheel which is worked on a screw E,

holding it securely when located in position. The

wings B are held in place by a thumb nut C.



CHAPTER XIII

SIMPLE PATTERNS

WE will now take up some simple pattern

work, including the method of construct-

ing the patterns and the molding of the same in

the foundry. The pattern-maker must consider:

1. How can I make the pattern so that the

molder can make the casting most easily and at

the same time obtain a good casting?

2. How many castings are wanted from the

pattern?

3. How shall I construct the pattern so that

it may be the best, cheapest and quickest way for

the class of pattern wanted?

In Fig. 147 is shown a drawing of a bushing
cast in a metal called composition and finished

all over. The only way by which the pattern-

maker can definitely know what he is to make is

by a drawing or sketch. Sometimes an old

broken casting is placed on his bench and he is

told to make a pattern from it. The fact is

that one of the worst things to make a pattern
from is an old casting. There are no centers

or figures to work to, but the pattern-maker has

to measure the casting with a common rule and

do more or less guessing to obtain the dimen-

sions. Even then, when he has the pattern made,

100
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he is not absolutely sure that he has the thing

exact.

We will work from drawings in this series, as

it is the method used in most shops. We have

before us a drawing of a bushing, showing the

shape, kind of metal that is wanted from the

pattern, with figures giving the size of the

finished casting, and also the finish to be allowed

all over. If the drawing is a drawing for the

machinist, this last item the finish is not given
on the drawing, but must be calculated by the

pattern-maker. This necessitates sound judg-
ment on his part, gained only through experi-

ence. There are to be less than 1,000 castings

made, and six patterns are required, all exactly

alike.

The next thing is to decide how the patterns

should be made. There are three ways in which

this pattern can be made, as shown in Figs. 148,

149, and 150. We will select Fig. 148 as one

that illustrates an easy method for the molder.

It is called a split pattern, or one made in halves.

We will make these patterns of cherry or ma-

hogany, as hard wood will be more durable for

the work demanded. We first find two pieces of

wood long enough and wide enough to turn out

in the lathe the sizes wanted. There should be

two dowel pins, A, fastened into the cope half,

and this half should always contain the pins.
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Fasten these two halves together and place in the

lathe with the centers exactly on the joint line of

the halves, as described in a previous chapter.

The diameter is to be ^ in. larger than the draw-

ing calls for, core prints J/s in. smaller, and the

length should be ]/% in. longer, so as to allow for

finish. This leaves 1-16 in. all over to turn off

in the machine shop. We should allow 3-16 in.

shrinkage to the foot, as that is the shrink allowed

for composition metal. The length of the core

print B on the cope side is 1-16 in. longer than

on the nowel, the reason for which will be shown

later.

The pattern being made, the foundryman takes

a mold board A, Fig. 151, lays the nowel half

of the pattern C, on this board, as shown, and

covers it up with packed sand to the top of the

flask which has been placed around the pattern.

After this has been done another board is placed
on top of the flask and the whole thing turned

over. The mold board A is then taken away,
which leaves a joint line, A A, Fig. 152. The

cope half of the pattern is then placed on top

of the nowel half, and the cope half of the flask

is placed on top of the nowel half, and then sand

is sifted or riddled over the pattern to the top

of the flask, as shown. Usually the amount of

sand riddled is just sufficient to cover the pattern ;

the rest of the sand to fill the box is shoveled in
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from the pile. The cope half of the flask and

pattern are lifted up and away from the nowel

half, both halves of the pattern are drawn out of

the sand, and the corners trimmed. In the im-

pression that the core prints B B make a core is

placed. To make this core a box is made as

shown in Figs. 153 and 154. Make the length

of the core box the same as the length over all of

the nowel half of the pattern. The two halves

of the box are made and pinned together as

shown. When the core is made it is placed into

the nowel half of the mold, as shown in Fig. 155 ;

the cope half is then lowered on top of the nowel.

A section of the mold is shown in Fig. 155. A A
is the joint line of the nowel and cope; B is the

bottom board, C the nowel sand, D the cope

sand, E the core, and F F the space left for the

metal to flow into. There is a space, G G, be-

tween the cope and the core. This is left so that

when the cope half of the mold is lowered onto

the nowel the core will not rub and break off

the sand. It must be kept in mind also that in

making the mold a runner hole and gate must be

provided, through which to run the metal into

the space between the mold sand and the core.

Fig. 150 shows another way to make this pat-

tern, and one more economical of space, as six

can be placed in a single flask, using a smaller

flask than in Fig. 148. A (Fig. 150) shows the
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pattern, B the nowel core print, and C the cope

print. On this core print, C, there should be a

pin turned, ),
and a hole bored into the pattern

the same size as the pin, so that the print can

come off loose. This is made in the foundry the

same as shown in Fig. 148 and as shown in Fig.

156. B
y
in Fig. 156, is the nowel part of the pat-

tern. The same operation for the cope half is

performed as illustrated in Fig. 152, and as

shown also in Fig. 157, where A A is the joint

line of the cope and nowel, and C the core print,

which is all the part of the pattern we have in

the cope sand D. B is the nowel part of the

pattern and E the nowel sand. A core box is

made for this pattern, but it differs from Figs.

153 and 154, as one end has a tapered part to

match the print, C. This core, when placed into

the mold, stands on end as shown in Fig. 158.

To make this core a box is made as shown in

Figs. 162 and 163. Otherwise it is the same as

Fig- T 55 as to me method of molding. The
reason that the cope print is tapered is that the

core may find the hole in the cope sand and be

drawn into the proper upright position as the

cope reaches the nowel. When making boxes of

this kind, make the box a shade longer than the

total length of the prints, so that when the cope

is down fast it will hold the core firmly in place.

Fig. 158 shows flask in section ready for pouring.
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We have gained some on the last method, as

shown in Fig. 155, because we can use a smaller

flask, but the time taken in making the core and

setting it in place should be considered, not to

speak of the core sand used.

Suppose we make a pattern that does not re-

quire a separate core. Fig. 149 shows how this

may be done. In making the pattern for this

take a solid block of hard wood and turn out the

inside and outside, with the grain lengthwise of

the pattern. When turning make a taper, on the

inside and outside, so it will draw out of the

sand easily. There are no core prints, as it is in

the form of the casting wanted. The foundry-
man molds it the same as the others, only in the

nowel half he packs the sand inside and outside

of the pattern and makes the whole thing in the

nowel part of the mold, as shown in Fig. 159.

Fig. 1 60 shows that only sufficient cope is re-

quired to cover over the top part of the pattern.
A section of the mold made from this pattern
is shown in Fig. 161. This method, called ver-

tical molding, is only used where the pattern is

comparatively short. For long patterns this

method makes the drawing of the pattern diffi-

cult.

Comparing the three methods of making the

pattern for castings of this bushing, the last way
is clearly the best. In the first place there is no
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expense of core sand, and no time is required for

setting the core. It is also an easy pattern to

mold, and good castings can be obtained from

it. The reason why the three forms are described

is that they may serve as an illustration of some

of the problems that are sure to confront the

pattern-maker at the start.



CHAPTER XIV

SIMPLE PATTERNS

IT
is not always from the large things that we

learn most. Much experience is gained from

the simple problems and those that look easy.

Fig. 164 shows a cross section drawing for a

piece for which a pattern is wanted. This is not

in itself a difficult pattern to make, but the way
the inside is cored out, or the way that it is to

be constructed so as to make it hollow, is some-

thing to be thought out. It is a good illustration

of what is called a balanced core job.

Fig. 165 shows how the pattern is made for

this piece. A split pattern is fastened with dowel

pins, so that one-half comes in the nowel and

the other half in the cope. The pattern is

split on the line F, A being the cope half of the

pattern and B the cope part of the core print.

The diameter of E is the same as the mouth of

the hole, or % in. C and D are the nowel halves

of the pattern and core print. If the casting

were to have a hole in each end, we would not

be obliged to make this with a balanced core, be-

cause there would be a bearing on each end

for the core to rest on, as shown in the preceding

chapter. As this has only one end open, we make
a core print so large and long that the weight

in
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of the core outside the pattern will balance the

real core inside. This means that when the core

is set into the mold, it will stay up in place.

Hence, it is called a balanced core.

Fig. 1 66 shows the core box. There are two

halves made and pinned together, so that a whole

core can be made. A is the part of the box that

makes the core for the inside of the casting, B is

the part that makes the core fit the core print,

G is the part that makes the part of the core that

provides the ^-in. hole. On the end at H there

is a separate piece pinned on so that the round

corner can be obtained at this end of the casting.

This core box might be made of two solid halves

and the round corner provided for by placing a

fillet in the core box. D shows the piece and E E
the pins. When the coremaker makes this core,

he places the two halves of the box together with

piece D taken away. He fills this end with sand

up to the joint line H, or a little above; he then

places this piece D on, and it forms the corner

and end of this part of the core. The box is then

turned end for end and filled with sand to the

top. The operator next takes off one-half of the

box and rolls the core out of the other half onto

a plate to bake it. It is better to make the core

all in one piece, because when a core is made in

two halves and pasted it is liable to be "out of

round," caused by the paste that holds the two
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halves of the core together. When making a

pattern where a balanced core is used, be sure to

have more weight in the print than in the core

itself. Fig. 167 shows the core set into the mold.

A is the space between core and mold into which

the metal flows, making the casting. This core

should be held in position with wire or the in-

coming metal will break the neck of core. B is

the core, C is the balance end of the core, and D is

the connection of the cores, ^4 m - m diameter,

and making the hole in the end of the casting,

as the drawing calls for.

Figs. 1 68 and 169 show another drawing for

a casting which also requires a balanced core.

Fig. 169 is a section through Fig. 168 at A A.

To make this pattern we make a split pattern the

same as Fig. 165. Dowel the halves together so

that it will mold the same as the pattern just

shown. Fig. 170 is a top view of the pattern. A
is the part of the pattern that makes the mold for

the casting. B B are the core prints for the in-

side core. D D are the small core prints for the

balanced core that cores out the small half circle

or parts of spheres in the sides at A in Fig. 168.

Four of these are wanted on the casting; two of

them are cored and two make their own cores,

one in the cope and one in the nowel. They are

cut out of the pattern, as seen in Fig. 171. The
two hemispheres that come on the cope and nowel
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could be cored, and a great many pattern-makers
would have a print at these points, but it is not

necessary, and if a print were added it would

require another core box for the cope half, as the

print would be tapered, and the same box could

be used for only three cores.

In Fig. 171 E is the joint line of pattern, D D
the prints for coring out the hemispheres, C C the

part of the sphere cut out in the nowel and cope
half of the pattern, and F is the line of the large

core print, which has a place made flat as shown

at G. This is for locating the main core in the

proper place. If there were no flat or odd shape
on this core print, there would be no way of set-

ting the core in its proper place, to obtain an

even thickness of metal around these half spheres.

This flat piece on the core print should always
be made on the nowel part of the pattern, because

the core is set into the nowel half of the mold

and by having the flat part in the nowel the

molder can see what he is doing when he sets

the core.

Fig. 172 shows how to make the core box for

the small core. The two halves are made alike

and pinned together, C C, so that a solid core

can be made. A A show the two blocks. After

the pins have been glued in and one end of each

of the pieces is trued off, bore a %-in. hole, which

is also the diameter of the prints, down to where
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the center of the half circle starts, or the depth
that the print is in length. Then cut out the

hemisphere with hand tools, to be shown later.

B B show the core cavity. ,

The box for the main core is shown in Fig.

173. This box is also made in two halves, one

hal only being shown, and pinned together so

that a whole core can be made, as was explained
for the casting shown in Fig. 164. A is the block,

in which a half circle is cut the diameter of the

large core print and the length of the core; In

this box we have to make a boss so that there

will be the right thickness of metal around the

ends of the small cores and also around the part
we cut out of the pattern for two of the hemi-

spheres. The bosses that come on the joint line

of the box must be loose and pull away, as shown

by B B J
which are separate pieces from A* There

is a shoulder made at Z), so that the boss will

project into the core box the right distance and

will be made so that the corners at E E will form
a proper contour with the inside. C C show a

handle with which to pull this piece out of the

box. It must be understood that Fig. 173 shows
an end view of the core box. B and C are solid

pieces which are drawn out to the right and left

in the drawing. In reality they are plugs set

into A.
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heel core is a core used on patterns

where there are to be bolt holes in the cast-

ing. Fig. 174 shows a drawing for the pattern,

which is not a difficult one to make, but it re-

quires some thought as to the best method to

be followed. It can be made out of a solid

block 8 in. long, 3^ in. wide by 2j4 in - thick,

but it takes time to cut out the stock inside so as

to leave the rib all around. Small patterns of

this kind are made in this way out of hard wood,
but it makes an expensive job.

Fig. 175 shows a better and quicker way to

make the pattern. Take a board 7 in. long, 3*4
in. wide, by ^4 in. thick, and on the ends saw

in a cut and glue in a piece as shown in
, Figs.

176 and 177. This keeps the ends of the board

straight and covers up the end grain. We now
make the ribs for the edges. Saw them out on

the band saw, making the draft and corner that

come on these ribs. There should be a draft

made so that the pattern will draw out of the

sand. Glue and nail these onto the board A
around the edges. After the glue is dry, make

the corner round in the inside. For making these

corners use a tool made for the boring machine,
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a peculiar form of drill called a fillet cutter,

which makes a nice, smooth corner.

Fig. 178 shows the cutter. A is the shank, B
the circle, which has the same radius as the

filleted corner required. It is sharpened from

the inside always. Keep it sharp and cut with

or across the grain. The method of cutting this

corner around the inside is shown in Fig. 175.

C is the cutter, B the ribs which were glued
around the edges of the board with a draft on

the inside, as G. The outside of the ribs has a

slight draft also, but as the outside comes in

the nowel sand it does not need so much draft as

does the inside. When cutting these corners,

make a roll (or hollow cylinder), shown by
dotted lines F, with a hole through the center

the same size as the shank, and have it fit snug.

This roll acts as a guide when cutting, as it is

to bear against the bevel of the inside of the rib.

The diameter of the roll should be just a little

greater than the diameter of C.

Fig. 179 shows the cutter as it cuts around;
E the cutter, F the roll that guides it, C the

board that is being cut, B the ribs. After the

corner is cut all around, take out this cutter and

place a routing cutter in its place. This has a

flat bottom and is used for flat surfaces. To

gauge the depth for both round and routing cuts,

fasten the collar K as shown in Fig. 142, Chapter
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XII, and adjust table A to the depth of cut to

be taken. On large corners it is not advisable

to attempt making the whole corner with one

setting of the table, but make the cut in two

settings. This is a very quick way to make the

corners, and the result is a very nice job.

Another way of making this pattern is shown

in Fig. 1 80. The ribs B are deeper and the center

rib A is thinner than in Fig. 175. This center

rib is made the same thickness as the casting,

and the ribs around the edge make the height
called for on the drawing, with a draft on the

inside as shown. They are glued and nailed onto

this center rib or board in their proper place.

The corner is made with what is called a fil-

let made of leather, or in some shops of wax,

although leather lasts longer and helps to

strengthen the corners. Some glue the fillets and

others prefer shellac to fasten them to the pattern,

which lasts longer, as the damp sand does not

affect it. When securing them in with shellac

cover the surface of the corner that comes next

to the wood with a coat of shellac first, then cover

the wood on the pattern with shellac. Do not

use too thin shellac, but have it rather thick and

light-colored. For rubbing it into place there is

a very fine tool called a filleter, F (Fig. 180),

D shows the fillet in place, and G after it is

rubbed into place. There are 12 J^-in, holes to
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be cored in the ends. Some shops drill these

holes; others want them cored. When coring

them, fasten onto the pattern a heel core print,

as shown by B , Figs. 1 8 1 and 182. A shows the

holes and the way they look when the casting

is taken out of the sand. B shows the prints;

they should have plenty of draft, so that when
the molder sets the cores into the mold there will

be plenty of room to enter into the hole made

by the print.

In Fig. 182 A shows the holes, B the core

print, D the draft on print, and E the draft on

the inside of pattern. The prints should be of

uniform size, so that one core box will do for

all the cores. The box is shown in Figs. 183 and

184. H'ard wood is preferred for these core

boxes, as there are many cores to be made in one

box. Split the box through the center on the

line E, so that the core will come out easily. It

is made in two parts, and doweled together by
pins F. In making the box one section is made
the same thickness as the core print, and through
this is a hole the same shape as the print, so

that the print will fit snugly into the hole. The

shape is shown by C, Fig. 183. Another part of

the box is made the same thickness as the rib on

the pattern, with two holes y\ in. in diameter

bored as shown by D D, \y% in. apart, with the

bottom hole on a line with the bottom of the
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core print as shown. Fig. 184 shows another

view of this box. D is the flat surface that the

core is baked on and corresponds to the surface

B shown in Fig. 182. C is the line of the casting,

B shows the thickness and shape of these prints

where they core, A A are the holes, E the draft

on the inside of the casting or ribs at this point,

and F F the dowel pins. When the coremaker

makes the core, he rams the box up with core

sand and lays it down on a plate with the surface

D next to the plate. This is the surface of the

core that it is baked on, because it is flat and has

the largest flat surface of the core. The two

halves of the box, A and B, Fig. 183, are drawn

away, leaving the core as shown in Fig. 185.

A is the core print part of the core, B B the cores

proper, and C the surface that the core is baked

on and also the outside of the core. The manner
of setting it into the mold is shown in Fig. 186.

C is the space made by the pattern, B the space
made by the core print, E the outside surface of

the core print, A is the core, and when entering

it into the mold it is let down into the mold with

the surfaces D and E together.

While this method of making bolt-holes by
means of coring is possible, and an explanation

of the procedure will prove profitable to the

student of pattern-making, it is not to be recom-

mended for general practice, because it involves
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considerable expense and much careful work.

Unless the holes are large it is much better to

drill them in the casting. This drilling can be

done by using jigs, which makes it possible to

drill them rapidly. By using jigs also it is possi-

ble to drill a number of holes at one time.
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CROOKED PATTERNS

ROOKED work in pattern-making is a

part of the trade that especially requires

thought, judgment and skill. It is necessary in

making crooked patterns to construct them so

that they will keep their shape, and also be

strong and durable. Wood shrinks very little

lengthwise of the grain, and when constructing
work of the crooked kind it is desirable to have

as much of the pattern as possible come length-

wise of the grain. Fig. 187 shows a drawing of

a flat piece with a double or ogee curve, for

which a pattern is wanted. The pattern itself

is not hard to make, but it is not easy to make
it so that it will be strong and keep its shape.

Patterns of this kind are sometimes made out

of the solid stock, but when so constructed are

liable to split or warp.
The best and one of the strongest ways to make

this pattern is as shown in Fig. 188. A A shows

two pieces of wood % in. thick, with the grain

running lengthwise and the piece B running

lengthwise connecting the two pieces A A as

shown. The joint for holding these pieces to-

gether (Fig. 189) was shown and described in

previous chapters. For this pattern the single
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tongue-and-groove joint might be used. A saw

cut is made in the pieces A A and also in the piece

B, as shown at C C and D D, Figs. 188 and 189,

and the pieces are joined accordingly. This

makes a very strong and durable joint. Fig. 190
shows the single tongue-and-groove joint. A
wide saw-cut is made in A A at C, which makes

the groove for a tongue-and-groove joint. There

is a tongue made on the piece B which fits into

the groove in the pieces A A, as shown at C C and

D D. This joint does not take so long to make
as the one shown in Fig. 189, and, though not

so strong, will do very well for a pattern where

there are only a few castings wanted. The grain
of the wood should in all cases run as shown in

Fig. 1 88.

Fig. 191 shows another way of joining the

pieces. The saw-cuts can be made on all three

pieces at one setting of the saw gauge and saw.

After the saw-cuts have been made in the ends of

the pieces, a strip of thin stock the thickness of

the saw-cut and with the grain lengthwise is

glued in when the joints are dry and hard, bore

a small hole or two in the pieces, as shown by
E E, and glue in a wood pin. This pattern is

only a sample of crooked work, but all crooked

work is constructed on the same principle.

Fig. 192 shows another curved pattern, a flat

bar in the form of a half circle, with a hole at
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each end for a bar or shaft. This requires more

time and labor to work up so it will stay in shape.

Fig. 193 shows a method which will do very

well where there are but a few castings wanted.

Three pieces, A, B and C, are cut out of ^4-in.

stuff and the joints made as shown at E E, or they

are made as in Figs. 188, 189, 190 and 191. The

grain should of course run lengthwise in each

piece. The pieces are got out in the first place a

little larger than is wanted, so that the extra stock

can be sawed off to the lines, and after it is all

sawed the saw-cuts D D are made. This job

can be made by making a whole ring and gluing

it up this same way. After the glue is hard, it is

fastened onto a face plate and turned in the lathe.

This method insures a true job, and it is a quick

way as well. There is some stock wasted, but

the saving of time by making it this way pays

for the extra stock used. Fig. 194 shows the end

view of the pattern, C one piece, B another, D
the groove, and E the joint of the pieces.

Figs. 195, 196 and 197 show a much better and

stronger way to construct this pattern for a

standard job. A, B and C are segments a sixth

part of the circle, y% in. thick, with joints D D
glued. These thin pieces are glued one on top

of the other, with the joints of the piece on top

coming between the joints of the piece under it,

so that the joints will not all come in a line. A
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whole circle is glued up in this way and turned

in the lathe to the right sizes. This ring will be

% in. in thickness when it is all turned, cut

through the center, making two half circles,

which are glued together as in Fig. 197. A A
show the joint line of the two pieces. When
these are dry a saw-cut is made in the ends B B
the same as at

), Fig. 194. The ends where the

shaft or bar is to go is taken care of thus : Two
pieces are made, Figs. 198 and 199, with the

grain lengthwise, and the ends sawed at B and C
to fit snugly the groove in the ends of the semi-

circular piece. When this has been done, a hole

should be bored in A as shown by D, and a taper

made so that when it is drawn out of the sand

there will be draft enough to keep the sand from

sticking and breaking away. After this has been

done with both pieces they are glued into the

grooves made for them. Fig. 199 shows the side

view of piece A, and also shows the draft D in

the hole. Fig. 200 shows how the two pieces are

put together. A is the piece with the hole in it,

B is the large half circle, C is the tongue on one

piece, and D is the groove on the other.

The methods illustrated in this chapter of mak-

ing curved patterns are good, but for practical

purposes a simpler and quicker method is to glue

up stock with the grain running lengthwise of

the pattern, having three or four layers of stock
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for the whole piece. From this glued-up stock

the pattern is hewn out as modeled. If the grains

of successive layers of stock are parallel the

pattern might easily split. Therefore a slight

angle of grain in two successive layers is advised.

This method saves the trouble of making joints

and also of getting a smooth surface on the

pattern where the joint comes.



CHAPTER XVII

LARGE PATTERN WORK

THE
construction of large patterns is almost

a distinct trade. As a general rule a

pattern-maker who is an expert on small work
does not do so well in making large patterns,

and similarly a man who is a first-class pattern-

maker on large architectural work or large
machine-tool work is likely to be lost on large

steam-pump and steam-engine work. In order

to be a first-class man on all kinds of pattern

work, the pattern-maker must acquaint himself

with the various ways in which patterns are

made for the special lines of work. To obtain

this knowledge, he must make a constant study of

his art, and get practical experience, if possible^

by working in the different shops where they

make special lines of machines, etc.

In Chapter XV, Fig. 174, is shown a draw-

ing for a piece that is the same as described in

this chapter, except that it was for a small pat-

tern. A comparison of the two will illustrate

how the methods differ in making patterns for a

small casting and for a large one. In Fig. 201

a pattern is called for 48 in. long, by shrink rule,

and finish added. In making large work for a

standard pattern, we make the fillets F. (Fig.

133
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202) of wood, which is much better than leather,

as it lasts longer and also helps to strengthen the

pattern if the wood in the fillet is set in as shown.

Fig. 202 shows a longitudinal section through
the pattern. In making this pattern get out

stock i in. thick, cut into 6-in. widtns and 47 in.

long. In both edges make a saw-cut J4 m - thick

and y2 in. deep. The boards are shown by A and

the grooves by B. On the top and bottom boards

C C make a %-in. deep rabbet, as shown at D,

Fig. 203. This is made wide enough so that the

fillet corner running the length of the end when
set in will be as shown at E. This construction

is so that there may be no feather edge to curl

up between A and E while the pattern is in the

sand. When the boards have been sawed with

grooves and the rabbet made, strips
l/ in. thick

and 15-16 in. wide are inserted into the grooves
B in the boards A of Fig. 202, so that the boards

will all be flat and smooth. The grain of these

thin pieces should run across the joint of the

boards to strengthen them and prevent twisting.

By making the boards 6 in. wide, the surface will

stay straighter and keep in place better than if

they were wider. The sliding tongue joints

should not be glued. Slide the tongue in dry,

making a fairly good fit. By so doing the shrink

and swell of the wood will not spring the pattern

out of shape as would be the case if the joint were
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glued. When making the sides D Df Fig. 202,

cut in rabbets at E E for the corner joint at C,

also cut rabbets in the sides and ends so that the

corner will set in. F shows the corner wrhen in

place. This should be glued in solidly, and much
care should be used in making the joints tight.

In Fig. 203 is shown the way they are fastened

onto the ribs, with the grain in C running at right

angles to that in A. By rabbeting the end of the

sides C, at 5, and not running the boards out to

the end, we avoid any end grain of the wood on

the outside of the pattern.

Where there is end grain exposed to the damp
sand it will become rough and uneven, which

will cause the sand to break away and make a

rough surface in the mold when the molder

draws the pattern out of the sand. It takes

longer for the molder to pack the sand around

a large piece than a small one, and the flasks

after being rammed are sometimes set aside for

days for the sand to pack.

Fig. 204 shows the way the sides and ends

are sometimes made with the wood as corner

fillet. B is the end, C the side, and D the corner.

To avoid any end grain at' the corners we make
a joint as shown at A. At the bottom, where the

sides and ends come together, a corner is fastened

in as showrn by Fig. 205. This must make a good
match on the three sides, A, B and C, and where
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the three sides come together. The corner where

the side, end and i-in. rib or middle piece come

together is made out of a solid block, as shown

by Fig. 206. This block is 2% in. square by

13-16 in. thick. It is fastened onto the face plate

and turned as shown in Fig. 207. A is the block

and B shows the line of the hollow hemisphere
that is turned in this block. When turned out it

will be the shape of half a ball; that is, a ball

2 in. in diameter will fit in it half way. To make
the corner, we saw it on the lines B B (Fig. 206) ,

which makes four parts all alike. One of these

quarters is shown in Fig. 205. In turning this

out make a templet or flat pattern out of a thin

piece of wood in the shape of a half circle, the

diameter to be the same as that of the hole in the

block C, Fig. 207. Turn out the stock until the

templet fits all around and the entire half circle

fits in the hole. When we fasten this pattern to-

gether, we make the frame part of it first; that

is, the sides and ends are screwed and glued

solidly with the corners D, Fig. 204, also glued
in. Then take the i-in. grooved boards and lay

them on their sides in the rabbet
,
as shown n

Fig. 202, with the corners and the small quarter

blocks. All these are glued and fastened solidly

with nails or screws. This is the nowel part of

the pattern; the cope half is loose from it, so that

when the cope part of the mold is taken off the
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cope part of the pattern will come with it. The
corner C (Fig. 208) is fastened on two sides. A
represents the boards or center rib, and B the

sides or ends. Fig. 209 shows another way of

working the side corners, or rounding the angle
formed by the sides and ends. A is the center rib,

B the nowel half of the pattern, and C the

corner. Instead of gluing the corner in as in

Fig. 208, we make the corner and part of the

sides as Z>, Fig. 209, with the side glued onto

this at F F. Pieces E and D should be fastened

by some joint construction. One can make these

corners, if the shop does not have a core-box

machine, by using a core-box plane as was
shown in Chapter II. Two strips the right
width and thickness are screwed together as

A A, Fig. 210; the dotted line shows the circle

that is to be cut as C] D D shows some of the

extra stock cut away so that the plane will cut

well, and B shows the lines of the plane.

If there is a pattern to make that is, say, 120

in. long, the same width and thickness, the

boards should be run transversely, as shown in

Fig. 211. A shows the boards, B the sides or

ribs, C the corners, D the part that is rabbeted

down on the cope side, E the joint or boards

(which, when fastened, should have a little

space between them to allow for the shrink and

swell of the boards), and F the wall left around
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so that there may be no end grain next to the

molding-sand.
In the next chapter other features of large

pattern work will be presented, including the

pattern of a piston for a large cylinder. For this,

various methods will be illustrated.



CHAPTER XVIII

f
LARGE PATTERN WORK

IT
is time now to consider more difficult work
a piston pattern for a 36-in. cylinder, for

example. Like everything else there is more
than one way to make it. Fig. 212 shows a sec-

tion of the casting. Fig. 213 shows a section

on A A. This pattern is to have six ribs cast

inside with a hole through each to make the

casting lighter. There are also six holes cored

through the casting for the purpose of holding
the cores that core out the inside. These holes

are also used to take out the core sand after the

casting is made. After the casting has been

cleaned out in good shape, the machinist plugs

up the holes and makes a smooth surface of the

side where these holes were.

Figs. 214 and 215 show one method of making
this pattern which is well liked in some shops.

Saw up strips A of narrow stock, say 4 or 5 in.

wide. The pattern will keep its shape better by

using narrow stock than if wide pieces are used.

These strips are for the heads, and all pieces
should be of the same thicliness. Lay the strips

on a flat surface and leave about i/i6-in. space
between strips. Mark a circle, say 33 in. in

diameter, on these strips. Next make the pieces
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Bj which are to strengthen the pattern and to

fasten the boards A together. These pieces are

of such a width that when the top and bottom

boards A are all on, the total thickness of the

pattern will be as required. These braces should

be so fastened onto the heads that all the boards

will stay firmly in place. A pattern of this size

should be made as strong as it can be made.

Next make the lags C, which are glued and

nailed around on the 33-in. diameter head as

shown. D, Fig. 214, is the 33-in. diameter head

and E is the outside surface, which when turned

will be 36^ in. in diameter. This allows finish

for the machine shop. After all the lags are

fastened on, screw the pattern on a face plate

and have it as near central as possible. In Fig.

215 A is one piece of the head, C C are the lags,

B the braces that hold the head boards in place,

and D the thickness of the top head, which is left

off in the drawing so as to show the way the

braces are fastened on the inside. The pattern

being on the face plate, turn it to the diameter

wanted, say 36^ in. This way of construction

is strong, and the making-up is much quicker

than some other ways that might be employed.

Figs. 216 and 217 show another method that

will produce a much stronger pattern and one

that will stay in place longer than that shown in

Fig. 214 and Fig. 215, but takes longer to make.
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The heads A are one-sixth segments of a circle

and are tongued together as shown by D D, Fig.

217. These joints are well glued so that they

will be strong and durable. Saw out segments

B and nail them to the heads, using plenty of

glue on the joints. The heads should be i
l/2 or

2 in. thick and the segments i in. thick. In con-

structing this pattern, first make the heads, then

fasten one of them onto a face plate, and true up
a part of the inside face so that when the seg-

ments are glued on they will lie flat. Glue and

nail one course, then true off; glue and nail an-

other course and true it off. Continue this until

you have the depth required without the top

head. Then fasten in a block, C, in the center,

letting the block be large enough to provide for

a good bearing for the center of the heads.

Fasten on the top head with nails and glue. The
bottom is now ready to turn to the outside diam-

eter and the proper thickness.

To core out the inside is a more difficult

problem. As shown in Fig. 212 there are six

sections with six small holes cast in or on one

side of the piston. Locate the centers of these

holes on one of the heads on the outside and see

that they are accurately spaced as regards center

and diameter. Bore six i-in. holes, C, Fig. 218,

about half way through the head
;
turn six core

prints as C, Fig. 219, with a pin on the end the
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same diameter as the hole, or i-in., and place

them into the holes E as shown. These prints

should have a good taper, as they come on the

cope side of the mold. Next turn the prints for

the center core and locate them in the center of

the pattern as shown by Fig. 219, where B is the

cope print and D the nowel print. We now
have the pattern made, and our next move is to

make the core boxes.

The center core box is made as in Fig. 220.

First make the chambered part C, then the two

sections that are the size of the core prints, as B
and D. The section E is the same as core print

JB, Fig. 219. The two pieces A are fastened on

the ends as shown. This is a half core box. The
core is made in halves and pasted together. If

the core were a small one, we could make the

core all in one, but on large cores we can not do

this, because there is so much more weight to

the core, and as the sand is soft it would sag
down and cause a flat place on the core when
baked. The large core box is shown in Figs.

221 and 222. First make a board that will be

used for the base. This board will be the thick-

ness required for the casting to the top of the

boss inside of the piston, as shown by A. The
size and shape of the core are laid out on this

board, and the size of the boss is cut out, leaving

corners as shown at K K. We will next make
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the piece C, which forms the inside surface of

the casting. Some make it out of one thickness

of stock while others make it in segments. If

the depth is considerable it would not be advis-

able to make it out of one piece, because it would

not keep its shape. Make the sides D D, which

are to be so fastened on the board A, that the

core will be a little less than a one-sixth segment
of a circle. When the cores are made they swell

and are a little larger than the box; therefore we
make the box a little small. Glue in a piece, E,

which forms a part of the inside surface of the

casting around the center core. These sections

of the core are made with one-half the thickness

of each rib on each side of the core box, as F.

They have a hole through them as shown by /.

The lower half of this rib can be made fast in

the box, but the upper half has a joint at L, so

that the core can be taken out of the box. A
piece is cut into the box as shown so that this

top Half will stay in the proper place and also

make a corner. Fig. 223 shows this part of the

rib more clearly than Figs. 221 and 222. On the

bottom of the base board A cut a hole the size

that the small core prints are at the bottom of the

taper, and make a block the thickness of the core

prints. Cut a hole through it the same shape
and size as the prints B. The block is shown by
H, Fig. 222. Fasten a piece of the same thick-
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ness as H at one end, at /, to have the box set

level when it is being filled with sand. After

the box is filled with sand the top edge is

rammed thus : Take a small piece of hard wood
with a radius cut the size of the corner wanted,
as shown by G. Fig. 224 shows the shape of the

piece. A is the corner and B is the kerf that acts

as a guide for sliding the piece around on the

top of the box, as shown in Fig. 222. Fig. 225
shows the core when taken out of the box. The
surfaces A are the points where the cores come

together when they are set into the mold, and

they are on a circle as shown by A. All cores

are set into the cope part of the mold as shown
in Fig. 226. A is the space that metal flows into,

B B are cores made in the box shown in Fig. 221.

C is the center core, which rests in the space in

the nowel part of the mold at G made by the

core prints. The joint line of the mold is shown

at D D, Fig. 226.



CHAPTER XIX

CROSSHEAD GUIDE PATTERNS

ACROSSHEAD
guide pattern is con-

structed as follows : We will suppose the

drawings call for a pattern 6 ft. long with a

barrel 24 in. in diameter. Fig. 227 shows the

design of the casting and Fig. 228 shows a sec-

tion through A A. This pattern is made similar

to cylinder barrels. Fig. 229 shows one half of

the pattern cut longitudinally and vertically

through the center. It is a split pattern, the two

halves being doweled together with the fastened

pins in the cope half. Fig. 230 shows a section

through this half. To make the pattern one first

gets out the heads A out of 2-in. stock. TJiere

should be about four of these for a half pattern

for this length, and they should be made with

the grain as shown in Fig. 230. These are for

the main barrel. The core prints D and
, Fig.

229, should have the heads made the same way.

The joints for these heads can be made as shown

in Figs. 35, 38 and 39 of Chapter IV, but the

strongest and most durable way is as shown in

Fig. 39. When the heads are glued up for the

main barrel and core prints, lay off on one head

the size or diameter of the pattern that the barrel

is to turn, then mark inside of this the size and

149
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thickness of the lags you are going to make, say

2-in. stock, and make them about 3 in. wide or

more. Mark flat places on these heads where

the lags are to be nailed on. Saw one out and use

it as a templet for the others. Do the same way
for the core print heads. Then cut a notch 2x5
in. in the center of each head, to receive a piece
this thickness and width that runs the whole

length of the pattern B, Fig. 230. This is for

making the pattern stiffer and stronger; it also

is convenient for rapping and drawing the pat-

tern out of the sand. Fasten the heads by screws

onto this strip in the desired locations. Nail the

large core print lags on D (we will saw out the

lags for barrel and prints, and also the segments
for the small end while we are getting out the

stock for heads and other parts) ;
then nail the

barrel lags to the heac^s. Nail the segments B
(Fig. 231) to the end as shown. Make these

segments about i in. thick and nail them, using
also plenty of glue; then fasten the lags for the

small print by nailing and gluing.

The next operation is to prepare the pattern

for the lathe. The two halves are pinned to-

gether and a good joint made. Dog the two

halves together and screw onto the large print

end a center as shown in Fig. 66, Chapter VI,
which is the end of the pattern that is next to the

head end of the lathe. On the other end we will
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screw on a center as shown in Fig. 67 of the same

chapter. On the head end of the lathe we screw

on a chuck (Fig. 68 of Chapter VI), which is

used for this kind of work. Now we have the

pattern in the lathe and it is ready to turn. It is

a good plan to lay out on one half of the pattern,

before placing together on the joint, the exact

shape and size that the pattern should be when
turned. With a knife cut to this line so one can

easily tell when turning when he reaches the

line. This saves the use of calipers and templets,

and if the turner is careful will be quite as ac-

curate a method to follow. When turning, cut

in a place to receive the flanges G and H, Fig.

229. They should be set in as shown at / to make
a stronger joint. The flanges are made in seg-

ments and fastened as shown by , Fig. 231.

The inside diameter is sawed out the same size

as the groove turned in the pattern to receive

them. They are then glued and nailed into place
and turned to the thickness and diameter

wanted. To prevent a feather edge on the

corner fillet, set in a piece as F and G. After

the glue is dry, work out the corner. Figs. 231
and 232 show the pattern when made. A is the

barrel, B B the core prints, C the section that is

made in segments, D D the flanges, E E the joint

used for flanges, F is the rib around the hole

that is cored through the barrel, and G the piece
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that acts as a rib under the ways that the cross-

head slides on. The pattern is now ready for the

varnishing.

We will now start on the core box. A half

core box only is needed, as the coremaker will

make two cores from the box and paste them to-

gether. Figs. 233 and 234 show the box. In

making the box make heads A and cut out the

shape as shown in Fig. 234 for the barrel. For

the small core print end the heads will be cut

smaller. Nail and glue lags onto heads as

shown, up to the neck that connects the large and

small diameters. Plane this out to the size and

shape desired the whole length. Glue up the

segments on a face plate so that one can turn the

part as shown by G G. After it is turned cut in

two parts so that one-half will be just half the

circle. Glue and screw this on the end as shown,
and fasten on the heads for the small core print.

There are also strips running the whole length,

as B B, to strengthen the box and hold the heads

in place. These strips should not be less than

2x5 in. Screw these to the heads securely. Fig.

234 at / shows the thickness of metal. At the

ends where the half circle part of the bead or rib

comes on the outside of the pattern, it is cored

through, and the part / is filled in up to the line

E, Fig. 233. This provides for a continuous

surface of the casting marked by line F, Fig.
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234. F shows the shape that is left in Fig. 233.

The ways that the crossheads work on must come
out loose, and when the core is dumped out on

the plate they are taken away. / shows the piece
which is set into the barrel as /, Fig. 234, and

the corner is made on this same piece as H. The
ends have a bevel so that it will come out easy.

"he ends / and H are screwed on, making the

>ox complete. In making large work the pat-

:rn worker cannot make it too strong, for there

is a large body of core sand in the box which
lakes it very heavy to handle. A large box like

lis can not be turned over by hand, but a crane

is used, and it is apt to get some rough handling.

'herefore, make the box as strong as possible.

'he heads are sometimes strengthened by pieces

jlued and screwed on one side across the grain,

very large work it is advisable to do this.

"he pattern-maker need not fear he will have

too many heads. They may be 18 in. apart
icasured lengthwise of the barrel part of the

box.



CHAPTER XX
SWEEP WORK

WHEN making flywheels of large diam-

eter, say 20 ft. or more, it is not

customary to make a whole pattern, as it is not

profitable or necessary. The large amount of

time and lumber used in making so large a

pattern would be too costly. In making patterns

for large castings of this nature, a section of the

wheel is made, and the molder does the rest by

moving this section around segment by segment
until he has completed the circle. This class of

molding is called sweep work.

Figs. 235 and 236 show a 2O-ft. flywheel with

arms cored out and cast in halves. Fig. 237
shows a cross section of the arm and Fig. 238 a

longitudinal section. In making this pattern we
first make the outside of the arm, as shown in

Figs. 239 and 240. Beginning by making the

bottom and sides of a box, A and 7, Fig. 239, we
fasten strips across the bottom, /, Fig. 240, to

keep the board straight. The depth of the sides

should be the distance from the center of the

arm to the center of a bolt hole on the hub, as

will be seen later. We will now make a pattern

for half of the arm, B, Fig. 239, from F to E,

making the joints at these points. This part can
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be planed with a hand plane to the required

sizes. It is fastened to the bottom board, as

shown in Fig. 241 at B. Next make the section

at the hub end of the arm. This wheel has eight

arms, and the angles at this end should be such

that when all arms are laid into place they will

all fit and exactly complete the hub. The pieces

that make this are shown by the boards G G in

Fig. 239. The diameter of the hub is shown at

H. These sections should be screwed together
and not glued, because they may be used many
times for different sizes of wheels by moving on

the bottom board so as to make the arm the re-

quired length. The rim end is shown at D.

This is also screwed to the bottom board so that

it can be moved to suit the length of arm wanted

for a larger diameter wheel. Figs. 240 and 241
show sections of the core box for the arm. There

are two cores made in this box to make one arm.

Parts of the boss on the hub have to be made in

this arm core, K, Fig. 242, which fits onto the

surface or perimeter of hub at H. On this piece
there is a core print for a cored hole in the cast-

ing to be used as a bolt hole. Both right and

left-hand core prints are provided. Fig. 243
shows this piece as located. The box that cores

out the inside of the arm is shown by Figs. 244,

245 and 246. Cut out the arm, A, between E
and D (Fig. 245), and fasten in a piece, F,
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which is to strengthen the arm at this point. Cut

out the print G at the hub end C. This print is

used to support the center core for the shaft hole

in the hub. Make the rim end of the box which

is shown by B by having the grain of the wood in

B crosswise, as shown. The piece F is fastened

into the hub part to strengthen the arm at this

point. Screw these sections onto a board, A and

Z/, Fig. 245. The hub end of this core is beveled

the same as the outside of the arm in the pattern,

H H. When molding this pattern a section of

the rim is made as shown in Figs. 247 and 248,

with the inside diameter the size of the wheel

and the depth a little more than the face of the

wheel. This provides for a guide when the core

for the outside of the pulley or wheel is set. This

section has two pieces of board, B B, fastened on

the top with one end as shown in Fig. 249, the

other end projecting over so that a brace, C, can

be fastened for holding the lower part of the

sweep in place when it is rammed in the flask.

It will be noted that only a part of the hub was

made in the arm box. For the other part a core

box as shown in Figs. 250 and 251 is used. This

box has a bottom, A, and sides and ends, B, for

half of the hub, with bosses for bolts and the hole

through them. C is the part of hub, G G the

bosses for bolts, F F the core prints for the core

that cores the bolt holes, and D D are pieces that
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make a place to receive a cast-iron splitting

plate as shown by Fig. 252. is a print to locate

the center or shaft core.

When the molder starts to mold this wheel, he

lays the hub cores at the bottom and the arm

cores on top, as shown by Fig. 253, laying the

eight around in their proper places and then

locating the sweep section between the arms, as

shown in Fig. 247. Everything is centered from

a spindle, O, to which the end of the sweep is

fastened with a notch cut in the surface of the

spindle D, Fig. 249. The pin F is for holding
it in place. C is a piece fastened on the ends for

strength where the boards B B come together.

The lug for bolting the wheel together on the

rim ends is a piece made as shown in Figs. 254
and 255. A is the piece that fits the rim on the

inside, with core prints fastened on to receive

cores the size of the hole wanted. Print C is

fastened on to receive the splitting iron, Fig. 256.

When molding, these are located in the. proper

place by the molder. When the mold is finished

the small cores are placed in the holes of the

splitting iron and set into the mold and the sand

packed in to fill up the space left by the heel

core. The main cores are set in place, and split-

ting irons for the hub are also placed in the

cores. The rest of the cores are put in their

proper places as shown in Fig. 253. When past-
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ing the arm cores together chaplets are placed
between the cores so that there will be an even

thickness of metal all around, and also to hold

them in place. Chaplets are small irons or lugs

used to locate or fix cores.

The part of the mold made for the rim or out-

side of the wheel is made to receive a core also.

Figs. 257 and 258 show the box for making the

cores for the outside of the pulley or wheel.

Make the two pieces A A, Fig. 258, and nail

lags C on to them. Work to the size of the out-

side of the wheel. It does not make much differ-

ence how many of these sections are made, but

they must come out even when all are placed
around on the circumference. Then make two

pieces, arcs of the circle, just the thickness of the

rim of the wheel, and fasten them onto the ends

of the pieces that the lags were nailed to, as B B
and the circle E E. Next fasten on boards for

the ends and sides D D. This is filled with core

sand and dumped out onto a plate to bake and

fasten on the face F.

The rim of the wheel is made by sweeping a

circle in the mold at the extremity of the arms.

This circle will be the depth and thickness of the

rim of the wheel. It will be made by a special

sweep of the shape of a cross section of the wheel

rim and will be revolved on the center spindle

as was the arm sweep.



CHAPTER XXI

PIPE WORK

IN
shops where there are engines and pipe fit-

tings to be made, it often happens that pipes

of large diameter are wanted, and wanted

quickly. They are made in odd shapes and are

not used many times. In a case of this kind it is

necessary to make the pattern as quickly and

cheaply as possible. The time and expense in

making this class of work should be as little as

possible. Patterns of half circles and bends can

be made like the one described in this chapter.

In Figs. 259 and 260 is shown a drawing of a

straight pipe 14 ft. long and 12 in. in diameter.

In Figs. 261 and 262 is shown the construction

of this pattern. Our first operation will be to lay

out the shape of the pipe and the prints on a

board. Dowel this to a second board the same

thickness. Then band-saw to the outline, which

in size is the same as the pattern on the outside.

This board is shown by A. Now we will fasten

onto a face plate two pieces and have the center

line of each located exactly on the center of the

face plate, so that when turned they will both be

alike. The pieces should be thick enough to

turn the corner or fillet that connects the straight

part of the pipe with the flange. After four of
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these have been turned, fasten them onto boards

as shown by B B. The distance of these apart is

the length between flanges that the drawing calls

for, allowing for finish and shrinkage. The core

prints C C can be sawed on the band-saw and

fastened onto board A up to the flange as shown.

Slightly bevel the edges of the board between the

flanges to conform to the surface of the outside

of the pattern.

This finishes the main part of the pattern, but

to make the circle of the pipe between flanges we
make a piece as shown in Fig. 263, called a

strike. This can be about %-in. thick, long

enough and wide enough so that there will be

stock left after sawing out the half circle B
(which has the same outside diameter as the

pipe) to make it strong. The points C C should

be on the diameter of the circle.

This does not look much like a pipe pattern,

but from this a molder can make a good casting.

It requires more time in the foundry to make a

casting from a pattern of this kind, but as there

are only a few castings wanted it is cheaper in

the end to make it this way than if a regular pat-

tern were made.

It does not require quite so much time to make
this kind of a straight pattern for a straight pipe
as it does for odd-shaped pipes. Now the

molder, when starting to make the casting, first
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obtains a board called a mold board, or bottom

board, long enough and wide enough to lay this

pattern on together with the flask. This board

has cleats on the bottom as Z>, Fig. 264, to keep

it straight, and the top surface E is flat and

straight. The pattern is placed on this board as

shown, and the molder packs sand over the

board F, shaping it with the strike A to form the

half cylinder of the pipe size, as B. Now this

forms the same shape and size as we would have

if the pattern were made up entirely of wood.

After this has been done, the nowel half of the

flask is placed on top of the mold board, as A,

Fig. 265. Newspaper is next put smoothly over

the green sand, which acts as parting sand (),
and the molder fills the flask with sand over the

newspaper, which forms a mold of one-half the

pattern. After this has been done, the flask and

pattern are turned over, and the other section of

the pattern placed on top of this, which has been

packed with sand and the newspaper put

smoothly over it. The sand is packed around

this part the same as was done on the first or

nowel part of the mold. Fig. 266 shows the

second operation : A, the nowel part of the pat-

tern
; ,

the cope ; C, pieces nailed on to the sides

of flask to act as pins for the flask, and D, hooks

used to lift the flask off from the bottom half and

also to lift the mold from one piece to another.
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After this cope half has been rammed up with

sand, it is taken away and the pattern drawn out

of the sand. The wood part of the pattern is the

part that is drawn away, as the sand that we first

packed on top of the board A (Fig. 262) will be

left in the mold. This is taken out easily, as the

newspaper forms a separation between the sand

of the mold and the sand that forms the pattern.

The same operation is performed for the nowel

half of the mold. When all is taken out a hole

is left in the sand the exact shape and size that

an ordinary pattern would make.

If a regular pattern for this were made, a

great deal of lumber would be used unnecessar-

ily, and also much time would be required to

make the pattern, such as sawing out the heads

and lags and nailing them on, turning, rapping

plates, and other little things that take time. It

is not advisable, however, to make a pattern this

way if there are many castings wanted, because

the extra time that the molder has to use in mak-

ing the mold would soon eat up the difference in

cost in making a regular pattern.

Our next move is to make the core box. This

is shown in Figs. 267 and 268. There are two

heads sawed out on the band saw, of the diam-

eter of the bore of the pipe, as A A. There are

then two boards or strips made, B B, that are of

the same width and about % in. thick, with the
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inside tapered a little to conform to the cylin-

drical surface of the core. Next two more

pieces are made, C C, which are used to hold the

heads and pieces B in place. These are some-

times halved in and sometimes screwed on top of

pieces B B. Either way will do as long as they

hold the heads in place. Make a strike, Fig.

269, used to form the half-circle cylinder of the

core. A is the diameter of the core. A place is

made in one end, as D and E, which is the depth
of the strips B B in thickness, and the point E is

so located that the edge of strips B B will act as

a guide for this point to slide on. The surface

D D slides on top of the strips so that the ends

of the circle on the sweep will match the inside

edge of the strips B B and will form a true

circle, which is one half of the core. In making
this core, the coremaker lays the frame on an

iron plate, A, Fig. 270, with the heads up as

shown, and packs sand between these heads. The
strike is then moved along on top of the strips

and guided by the places cut out, as D and E.

This forms the core, and the frame is lifted off

without disturbing the core. This is quite an

item, as turning over a box with a core in it of

this size would be quite a difficult job. The
other half of the core is made the same as the

first. The inside of the sweeps should be bev-
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eled some to make a cutting edge to strike off the

sand.

A section of the mold when it is ready to have

the metal poured into it will look as shown in

Fig. 271. A is the space that is left for the metal

and makes the size and shape of the casting. B
is the flask, C the pieces nailed onto the sides to

act as pins, D the hooks for moving the flask.

This drawing shows plainly and without further

explanation, how the mold looks. It must be

remembered that Fig. 271 is the view one gets

when looking down the lower half of the mold.
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STOVE PATTERN WORK

OTOVE pattern work differs somewhat from
O ordinary machine patterns, because the

metal in stove castings is thin, and if the pat-
terns were made the thickness of the casting

they would not be durable. Every large stove

manufacturer has new designs each year for his

stoves and furnaces. To obtain these new de-

signs the manufacturer usually makes models

the exact size and shape of the new designs.

These models are framework filled with plas-

telina, a sort of putty made out of clay, olive oil

and wax, which can be worked into any shape
and does not harden. This clay or plastelina is

placed on the frame and worked into any shape
that may suit the fancy of the designer. Nails

are driven into the frame so as to hold the clay
in place. The doors and covers and all loose

parts are not made separately, but all are shown
in the one-piece model. After the stove has been

designed the draftsman picks out each part and
makes a drawing of it for the pattern-maker to

work from. The metal in stove work runs about

ys, in. in thickness and it is in odd shapes. When
making a pattern the exact shape and size of the

casting, the outside of the pattern is made first;
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then the inside is modeled, leaving the pattern
of uniform thickness. This point is very im-

portant, for the metal must be the same thickness

in all places that it may expand and contract

uniformly to prevent crocking. A form is made
that fits the inside of the pattern at all places, so

that when the molder rams up the mold the pat-

tern will not spring, but will keep its shape.

Nearly all stove shops have their patterns

made of metal, as these last much longer than

those of wood. But this does not concern the

pattern-maker, as wooden patterns are always

required first from which the metal patterns are

cast. Patterns for this class of work should be

very smooth, for if they are not it is difficult for

the molder to obtain a smooth casting. The
metal patterns, too, have to be smooth. In fact,

the most elegant patterns today are made for

stove work. If the patterns are well made there

is little difficulty in making good castings. The
reason for this is that on smooth patterns there is

little danger of the sand burning and sticking to

the metal.

Figs. 272 and 273 show a stove cover, appar-

ently a simple piece to mold, but it has caused

the foundryman considerable trouble on account

of the wavy surface, or "rat-tails," as they are

sometimes called. These are caused by the

metal running imperfectly. Fig. 275 shows a
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section through A A, Fig. 274. We first make a

board, A, say about i in. thick, with strips in the

end to help keep it straight and true. We then

fasten on V pin guides, D and
,
which are for

guiding the pins on the flask. This board is

called a pattern plate. Two patterns are made

of a stove cover as B B, with lugs inside of them

(C, Fig. 275) to form the cavities or lifter holes.

After these have been made a thin sheet of pol-

ished steel plate is fastened onto this pattern

plate, completely covering it, and the patterns

for the covers are fastened on top with the flat

surface down. This makes an excellent surface

for the tops of covers. On the other side of the

pattern plate, directly opposite the lugs C C,

there is a cavity made as shown at F, Fig. 275.

There are small projections, G, which form the

lugs for lifting the cover. These are set in the

plate A, as shown in Fig. 276. The molder

when making this mold first lays the plate on the

table with the cover pattern up, which is the

inside or bottom of the pattern. A snap flask is

placed on top of this plate, which is the nowel

part of the mold, and sand is rammed quite hard

around the pattern. A bottom board is then

placed on top, and the flask with the plate turned

over. The plate is then drawn off, which leaves

a hole in the sand the shape and size of the inside

of the cover pattern. This pattern plate is then
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used on the other side, and the cope part of the

flask is placed on top of it and rammed up with

sand. The sand on this side is not rammed hard,
but softly, so as to prevent the wavy or "rat-tail"

surface. After this has been done the cope part
of the flask is taken away, and the pieces that

make the projections come with it. These are

then drawn out of the mold, and the cope half is

made. When the flasks are placed together
these lugs for the lifter come opposite the lugs

C C, leaving space for the metal. Small parts of

stove work are thus made on plates, which is a

very practical way, as it is much easier for the

molder to handle them than if there were a

loose pattern for each piece.

Figs. 277 and 278 show a door-lining for a

furnace. Now if this pattern were made in a

thin shell of wood, it would not last long, because

it could not be constructed strong enough to

stand the foundry wear and tear. It could be

made as shown and one or two castings made
from it, and a metal pattern made from these

castings which would be reasonably durable.

Fig. 279 shows how a casting is obtained from

a pattern. A board, A, is made thick enough for

the cavity E to be cut out of it, which forms the

inside of the lining. This board is made large

enough for two or more linings to be made in

the same flask, with V pin guides on the ends the.
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same as on the stove-cover plate. The surface,

C, is the joint line of cope and nowel. There is

then a piece made, as
,
which forms the outside

of the lining, and this is fastened on the other

side of the board or plate with a hole made as D,
which is enough smaller than the wooden lug in

A of the same shape to leave a space the thickness

of the metal, or y% in. all around, in which the

metal runs. This is rammed up the same as the

stove cover, and the flasks placed together in the

same way.

Figs. 280 and 281 show another method for

this class of work when there is to be a separate

pattern for a casting, and more than one thing
can be made in the same flask. In this the cope

part of the mold is only a flat surface. This is

a much quicker way to make a pattern of -this

sort, and is used quite extensively for thin work.

To make this pattern a block is worked out the

size and shape required for the outside of the

casting, A A, Fig. 280, and a piece is fastened

on top the thickness that the round part (or door

opening) projects above the top or front of the

casting, A, Fig. 281. This is a core print as

shown by B, Fig. 280, which projects outside the

main part of the pattern all around, as C. A hole

is cut into this the size of the hole in the casting.

We then make a core box as shown in Fig. 281.

A board, D, is the base, with G and H glued and
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nailed onto it, which forms the inside of the cast-

ing and is made y% in. smaller all around to leave

a space for the metal when the core is placed in

the mold. C is a piece fastened in, which is

really a core, to form the space for the metal sur-

rounding this round part or furnace opening. A
is the depth of the core print; B is the depth from

the inside of the casting to the top of the core

print, and E is the de.pth of the body of the

casting. / are corner pieces nailed around to

strengthen the core box. Fig. 282 shows the way
the core is set into the mold and how the space is

made to make the proper thickness of metal.

The core rests on the green sand formed by the

projection of the print on the pattern. This

guides the core and makes the uniform thickness

all around.
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MOLDING-MACHINE WORK

MOLDING-MACHINES
are not a

foundry luxury today, but a necessity

where many castings are required from the

same pattern. The foundry managers today are

required to produce a large number of cast-

ings at little cost. In order to obtain this result,

the introduction of some type of molding-ma-
chine became a necessity. There are a great

many makes of molding-machines, and practi-

cally every line of small castings can now be

economically modeled by either hand or power

molding-machines. The progress in the develop-
ment of the molding-machine the past few years
has been great, and all the large and modern
foundries are making castings or molds on ma-
chines. The opposition of skilled molders to

machine-molding is rapidly disappearing, and

today the molding-machine is operated by the

highly skilled workman as well as the ordinary

foundry laborer. The molding-machine is a

benefit to both employer and employee, giving
to the manufacturer cheaper and better castings;
to the workman a bigger day's pay or an easier

day's work.

A common form of molding-machine is called
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a molding press, or squeezer. These are used

for small and plain molding. They press the

sand to an even hardness all over the pattern and

are used quite extensively in large foundries.

On molding-machine work a flask called a snap
flask is used as shown in Figs. 283 and 284, con-

structed of hard wood with iron trimmings.
A is the wood frame, B the pins and ears. The

pins are sometimes round and sometimes V shape.

There are hinges, C, on one corner, with a snap
and locking device as D. When the mold is

made, the flask is taken away and used for the

next mold. These flasks are made for round

work and irregular parting. They are grooved
out on the inside so as to hold the sand in them,
and in some makes of flasks studs are fastened on

the inside to prevent the drag from slipping

down. An iron band is placed inside the flask,

which helps to hold the sand together.

Fig. 285 shows a small design for a casting

where a large number of castings are wanted.

To make this on the molding-machine, ten pat-

terns are made all alike and fastened onto a thin

sheet of iron or brass, as shown by Figs. 286 and

287. A is the plate, with two holes C in each

end for the pins F (Fig. 284) of the flask to fit,

and which are the same distance apart as are the

pins F on the flask. The patterns B are fastened

on one side of the plate, as shown. Both hard-
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wood and metal patterns are used. As this pat-

tern is flat on one side, there is no cope part of

the pattern to fasten on the plate, and the whole

pattern is made in the nowel or drag part of the

mold. This class of work is usually made on a

press or squeezer machine. The molder first

places the plate with the patterns flat part down
and in the center of the table

;
he then places the

nowel part of the flask on top with the pins

through the holes C. He then fills the flask full

of sand, peening or tucking around the edge of

the flask with the rammer if necessary. He next

strikes off the level and places a bottom board

squarely on the mold. With the left hand he

pulls the presser top forward and with the right

hand works the lever for pressing the sand. Then
he turns over the flask and the pattern plate and

places the cope half of the flask on top of the

plate and nowel part of the flask, fills this full of

sand, strikes off the top, places a presser board

on top and works the lever the same as before.

After this has been done, he draws off the cope

part of the flask and takes the pattern plate out

of the nowel flask, and the gates are made for

the metal. The lugs to form the gates are usually
made and placed on the sheet iron with the pat-

terns, so that when the plate is drawn away the

mold, including the gates, is made, which saves

time for the molder.
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Fig. 288 shows a similar design of casting

wanted, only there are webs on each side as

shown. These are fastened onto a plate, but the

plate is made differently, as shown in Figs. 289

and 290. A section of the plate is made with

an arc of a circle and fastened onto the plate, as

D Z>, Figs. 289 and 290. A is the plate, B the

part of patterns, and C the holes for the flask pins

to fit into. The arc D is made so that the outside

edge of webs and half the thickness of the pat-

tern will be on this plate as shown. Now the

other half of the pattern is made on another plate,

as shown in Figs. 291 and 292. A section of a

circle is cut out, having the same radius as the

arc on the first plate, so that when the two parts

of the mold come together they will match. In

this cut-out part the second part of the pattern is

placed, and much care has to be used so that the

two parts will match up exactly and so that the

casting when made will not have any ridge

around it on the joint line between the parts of

the pattern. This plate has two pins in it to fit

the other half of the flask. An enlarged section

of the pattern and the plate is shown in Figs. 293
and 294. A A the plate, B B the part of pattern,

and D D the part of the circle that the pattern

is fitted onto.

Fig. 295 shows a design for a casting where

a large number of castings are wanted. This
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pattern is made in halves and each half fastened

onto a plate. One half is shown on one plate,

as in Figs. 296 and 297. Sometimes one half of

the pattern is fastened on one side of the plate

and the other half on the other side, so that both

halves of the pattern are on the same plate. A is

the plate, B the pattern, C C the core prints, and

D D the holes for the flask pins. Much pipe

work and many irregular but symmetrical pat-

terns are made on the molding-machine in this

way. The core box for this pattern is made the

same as for any ordinary pattern.

Figs. 298 and 299 show another design of pat-

tern for which there need be only one half of

the pattern, as it is symmetrical on two axes.

This half of the pattern is placed onto a plate,

and much care must be used in placing it cen-

trally so that when the two molds are made they

will match all around. This plate, A, is made
of wood or sheet metal

;
B is the pattern, C the

core prints, D a hole for the pin on the flask, and

E a pin for the ear on the flask. The flask for

this kind of molding has the pin on one end and

the ear with a hole in it on the other. When the

two molds are made the flask, when joined, is

turned around so that the flask fits together.

Almost any piece with exactly corresponding
ends and sides can be made successfully in this

way.
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Molding-machine work, it should be stated

here, is extremely particular, and the measure-

ments are very close. A little offset in the pat-

tern will show up badly on the casting. Mold-

ing-machines are now made to accommodate

most patterns, large or small work, and regard-

less of shape. In the next chapter the molding
of pattern work by machine is taken up in a

general way.



CHAPTER XXIV

MOLDING PATTERN WORK

IN
the preceding chapter I showed some of

the work done on what is called a press or

squeezer. These machines are used principally

for flat and plain patterns. In this chapter

I will describe and illustrate the stool and strip-

ping plate work. The important point in ma-

chine molding is to obtain a perfect mold that

does not need patching. The trouble in molding
is that, when you draw away the pattern, the sand

in places breaks away and causes patching. The
makers of molding-machines have devised dif-

ferent devices to overcome this difficulty. Some
have fitted their machines with vibrators, some

turn over the mold, but the most favorable

method used is that of the stripping plate. Some
machines are made so that the pattern is drawn

through the stripping plate and some are made
that strip the pattern and raise the sand and flask

up away from the pattern, which is stationary.

On the whole this last method is the most satis-

factory, because the stripping plate is the most

efficient and certain. The stripping plate can be

used for flat or crooked joints, or simple en-

tangled joints. Molding-machine work is very
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interesting as to the pattern-making part of it,

and there is always something to learn.

In Fig. 300 is shown a drawing of a piece

that is to be made on the molding-machine. I

will show how it is made and the way it is worked

for a machine that draws the pattern through the

stripping plate. A in Fig. 301 is the pattern.

The length of the two feet, R R, is the same as

the distance from the face of the plate at C C to

the top of feet R. B B is the stripping plate.

There is another plate, E y
which is called the

stool plate. There are legs, F F, which are fas-

tened on the top of this plate and made the length

that the stripping plate is required to be above

the plate E. The distance between the plates is

not always the same. The height of the pattern

to be made determines the length of pieces or

legs F. There is the stool plate, D, which has

the same shape and size as the slot in the pattern.

There is a leg, G, which locates this in the proper

place. The top surface of this stool D is in a

line with the surface C C. These legs are fas-

tened on the surface of plate E as shown by /.

There are two rods, H H, which are screwed into

the pattern as shown by / J. The other ends of

these rods are fastened onto a table that is worked

up and down equal to the distance that the pat-

tern is required to be lowered. The pattern in

this figure is set at the desired height. The plate
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is to fit the pattern very closely. About % in. of

the edge of B, Fig. 301, that fits against the

pattern is straight, and from that it tapers away
as shown. When the molder makes this mold he

places a nowel part of the flask on top of this

plate B B, with the pattern up in place as shown.

He fills the flask full of sand, some molders doing
the ramming by hand, but most of them using
the presser top, which makes an even hardness of

sand all over the pattern. After this has been

done, a lever is worked which draws the pattern

down through the stripping plate as shown in

Fig. 302. K is the space in the sand that the

metal is to fill and is made by the pattern ;
C is

the surface that the flask rests on, and A is the

pattern. The other parts are the same as shown
in Fig. 301. This is the drag or nowel part of

the mold. Now the cope has a flat surface and is

made by placing a flat board on top of the strip-

ping plate with the pattern down. The cope part
of the flask is placed on top of this board and

filled full of sand. Now the shape of the hole

through the stripping plate is as shown in A,

Fig. 303. B is the plate; A is the shape of the

outside of the pattern; D is the stool that holds

the sand in place for the slot. Section C C shows

the other view. There are holes through the

plate E in Figs. 301 and 302 so that the rods HH
can be lowered and raised. Only a section of

the machine with this pattern on it is shown.
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There can be a number of these molds made

at a time. The larger the machine, the more

castings can be made in one mold. There is a

counterbalance on each machine so that the rais-

ing and lowering of the plate that the patterns
are fastened to is very easily done. Molding-
machines are made very strong, and good work-

manship is used in making them, because every-

thing has to be very accurate. Some shops use

wood stripping-plates, which are much cheaper
to make than metal, but these are not used if

there are a great number of castings to be made.

A wood stripping-plate will make a few hundred

all right. Sometimes there are two or three sets

of wood stripping-plates made for the same pat-

tern. In large foundries you will see that each

molder does one thing all the time and has

trained himself on this particular piece of work
so that he has very little loss of castings. Gen-

erally the machine molders do piece work and re-

ceive so much per flask of good castings. When
the molder has trained himself to this one piece

he can do a fair day's work and receive very

good wages.

Gears can be made on a molding-machine
better and quicker than by hand. In Figs. 304
and 305 is shown a small flanged pulley for which

a large number of castings are wanted. Now, the

old way to make this would be as shown in Fig.
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306, which shows a pattern turned up with flange

B and core prints A A and C C. These would be

made on a "match" or connecting bar with ten

or twelve patterns in a flask, the drag or nowel

rammed first, then the cope.

The machine molding method is shown in Figs.

307, 308 and 309. Fig. 307 shows half the pat-

tern above the plate. A is the pattern, B the

plate, D the surface that the flask rests on, and C
is a shaft which acts as a core print. The shape

through the plate is as shown in Fig. 310. B is

the plate, A is the shape of the outside surface

of the pulley, and C the section that the rod or

core print fits. Now to work this there is an

arrangement, on the end of the rod that acts as a

core print, for turning the half pulley over, which
will look as shown in Fig. 309. Half of the

pulley is down, and there is only a small part
left above the table. Fig. 308 shows another

view of Fig. 307. Where there are ten or twelve

patterns made in a flask the old way, twenty or

more can be put in a flask this way.
The molder makes this mold the same as was

shown in Figs. 298 and 299 of Chapter XXIII.
The flasks are made so that the halves can be

turned and placed together as was described in

that chapter.





PART II

CORE-MAKING AND MOLDING
BY F. D. CRAWSHAW

CHAPTER I

CORE-MAKING

IN
order to successfully make patterns the

pattern-maker must be familiar with much of

the molder's trade. Core-making is an important
detail of this trade, and a few points concerning
the making, baking and setting of cores are here-

with given.

It must be understood that cores are always
used for the purpose of making holes in castings.

These are made by letting a part of the molding
sand project into the mold or by making a sep-

arate sand piece which is baked and set into the

mold. In either case, as the molten metal runs

into the mold it flows about the sand cores and

thus forms a hole in the casting.

Green sand cores, or those which are a part

of the molding sand, must be used only when

there is no danger of their breaking or being
washed away by the molten metal. Common
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sense must govern their use so far as size is con-

cerned. It is evident from the nature of these

green sand cores that they can be used only on the

bottom of a mold with any degree of safety, and

even in this position often must be lagged or

nailed to the main part of the mold with pins.

Dry sand cores, may be made in half or whole-

core boxes. As a rule the whole-core box is

preferable to the half-core box. Gluing together
the halves of a core made in a half-core box is

not very satisfactory. The two halves are too

liable to be glued so that the whole is not sym-

metrical, and, again, the glue does not always
hold. Small cores are made by filling the core

box with a mixture of sand and molasses, sand

and flour water, sand and sour beer, or some mix-

ture which when baked will be hard. There is no

provision made in them for escaping gases which

form when the molten metal comes in contact

with the core. It should be understood, however,

that, owing to the nature of the core mixture, a

gas will be generated when the mold is poured,
and consequently in large cores, where consider-

able gas will be produced, some means must be

devised for its escape. This is done in different

ways.

One of the most common ways of providing
for the escape of gas in medium-sized cores is to

build the core with a wire or rod running
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through it and pulling this out after the core is

baked. This leaves a hole running through the

core through which the gas may escape. It is

evident, of course, that this method is impossible

except in straight cores. In bent or crooked

cores of medium size a porous or easily burned

substance is used instead of the wire or rod. If

this is done the channel for the escape of gas is

provided by the substance burning when the

core is baked. A cotton wick or cord is some-

times used in cases of this kind.

For large cores the escape of gas is provided
for in still other ways. One is to use a gaspipe
around which the core sand is packed and baked.

Another one is to mix with the core sand some

porous or solid particles which will make the

mixture porous, such as sawdust, crushed brick

or horse dung. Whatever the method may be,

the object is always the same, viz.: to make a

vented core or one which will allow gases to

escape. One can hardly appreciate what im-

perfect venting in either the core or the mold
means until he has seen a mold "blow." This

term is applied to the bursting of a mold when

gases accumulate, forming a pressure which
breaks the sand. The result of such bursting or

blowing is the total ruin of the mold.

Sometimes in heavy cores rods are run

through cores which are left in them to support
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or strengthen them. In large cores the weight
of the core is sufficient to make them sag if the

distance between supporting points is great and
the rods help to hold them in their true position
and in shape while the mold is pored. Another

way to keep a large core fixed in its position is

to support it in the center from the under side by

placing thin wire supports in the molding-sand
and letting them project far enough into the hole

in which the metal flows to touch the coil and

hold it from sagging or dropping. These wires,

being thin, will melt as the molten metal sur-

rounds them and become a part of the casting.

This method of supporting a large core is not

recommended because it is not certain of good
results and because, also, the wires may form

defects in the casting.

If, after reading this chapter, one fails to see

why it is put in a book on pattern-making, he

should spend a day in the foundry, and espe-

cially in the core room. He will, by such a visit,

not only learn much concerning the molder's

trade, but he will pick up many points which are

absolutely indispensable to the pattern-maker,

and especially to the person who is learning the

pattern-maker's trade,



CHAPTER II

PRINCIPLES IN MOLDING

IT
has been said that pattern-making is an art,

and that no man ever works at it so long
that he cannot learn something new. True as

this may be, it is likewise true that there are a

few things which govern the making of patterns

which every pattern-maker must know before he

can make even the simplest patterns. Among
these are principles governing shrinkage, draft,

the determination of position and location of

cores, and the place of loose pieces on patterns.

We will consider these briefly in the order

mentioned. Shrinkage is that quality which

every metal has to decrease in size when it cools.

Inasmuch as a mold must be filled with molten

metal it follows that as the metal cools it will

occupy a smaller space than it did when it was

hot. This necessitates making all patterns

larger than the intended size of the castings

which are to be made from the patterns. In an-

other part of this book is given the ordinary

shrinkage for different metals in terms of linear

feet. For example, iron shrinks y% in. per foot.

This means that a casting to be i ft. long must

be made from a pattern which is i ft. j in. in

length. Rules are made which calculate this
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shrinkage for different metals, and thus it is not

necessary for the pattern-maker to bother about

shrinkage calculations
;
he simply selects the rule

which is calculated for the shrinkage of the

metal for which he is making a pattern.

Castings do not shrink uniformly through-
out their volume, because thin parts and small

areas cool more rapidly than do large volumes

and large areas. It is sometimes true that this

unequal shrinkage causes cracks or checks in

castings between large and small parts. This

possible trouble may be either entirely over-

come or lessened by the pattern-maker varying
the shrinkage for the different parts. It is

quite necessary,, therefore, for the pattern-maker
to be experienced in order to wisely use a shrink

rule on different patterns.

Draft is the amount of taper given a pattern

in order that it may be drawn from the sand of

the mold. A general rule for draft is to taper

each side of a pattern % in. for every foot of

draw. Thus if a pattern is i ft. deep in the sand

and i ft. square on top it will of necessity be 1 1-

Y\ in. square on the bottom. This rule is a very

satisfying one to use for ordinary or large-sized

patterns, but for thin patterns having very little

drawing surface it is wise to follow the rule

that at least 1-32 in. draft will be given every

drawing surface. Of course, if a pattern is very
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thin and can be rapped well in the mold it may
be made without any draft. On the contrary, if

a pattern is very deep in the mold it may be wise

to give it slightly more than J/
in. draft for

every foot of depth.

Concerning the position and location of cores

in a mold which governs the construction of pat-

terns, the following may be said: In general

there are three kinds of cores, viz. : green sand

cores, vertical dry cores, and horizontal dry
cores. A green sand core is one which is formed

in a mold by the molding sand filling a hole in

the pattern and leaving a lug in the mold after the

pattern is drawn from the sand. This class of

cores may be made where the holes in the cast-

ings formed by them are not longer than they
are wide. A vertical dry core is one which has

been made in a core box and baked and which

occupies a vertical position in the mold. As a

rule a core may be set vertically if its length does

not exceed four times its thickness or diameter.

For cores of this class the pattern is made solid.

A dry horizontal core is one which has been

made in a core box and which occupies a hori-

zontal position in the mold. Cores of this class

require a split pattern.

It is more difficult and more expensive to

make a split pattern than it is a solid pattern.

Nevertheless it is necessary at times to make
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split patterns. It is also expensive, but at the

same time necessary to make patterns which

have loose pieces. As a rule a loose piece is

placed at any point on a pattern where there is

a part or a projection which will interfere with

success in drawing the pattern from its mold.

These loose pieces are usually loosely pinned or

doweled onto the main part of the pattern, so that

when the main part is drawn from the sand the

loose piece remains. They are aftenvards

drawn out through the hole formed by the with-

drawal of the main part of the pattern.
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CHAPTER III

LOAM PATTERNS AND LOAM MOLDS

RDINARILY a mold is made of what has

been called green sand. This is a sand

which has a certain amount of adhesiveness,
or the quality to hang together, and at the

same time is porous enough to permit the addi-

tion of considerable moisture without becoming
muddy. Loam is a mixture of green molding-
sand and some material which will make the

mixture more porous than the green sand alone.

Chopped hay or straw, sawdust and sifted fire-

clay are materials which are often mixed with

the green sand to make a loam mixture. In or-

der to make the mixture plastic a clay wash is

added. A loam mixture is made with varying
amounts of the above-mentioned ingredients for

different kinds of work, but the following recipe
is one which is common:
Mix one part of white pine sawdust with one

part of dried, sifted fireclay, and one part of

molding-sand and four parts of fire sand (mold-

ing-sand which has been turned) ;
wet with a

thin clay wash.

Making ordinary wooden patterns for certain

kinds of large work is very expensive, and where

only one casting is needed a loam pattern may
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be used, because it can be made quickly and

much more cheaply than can a wooden pattern.

Loam patterns are made with sweeps, which

have been described elsewhere in these articles.

The mere fact that a sweep is used in the con-

struction of these patterns limits, in a general

way, the loam pattern to cylindrical forms.

As an illustration we will consider a loam pat-

tern and its mold for a plain cylinder 30 in. in

diameter on the inside and having a shell \y2 in.

thick. (Figs. 311 and 312.) We will say that

the cylinder has a 5~in. flange at each end.

The molder first prepares a level surface on

the floor of the molding-room and lays on this a

circular iron plate, A, about 40 in. in diameter,

supported by bricks, B. On the surface of the

plate he places a thin layer of loam, C, and upon
the outer edge of this he lays a row of brick, B,

making a ring of brick all around the plate.

The brick will be farther apart on the outer ends

than on the inner ends, and the spaces between

them are filled with cinders, E f which will go

through a riddle of %- or %-in. mesh. These

cinders are used to provide vent for the mold.

Upon this first row of bricks and cinders is

placed a layer of loam, and on top of the loam

is put a second row of brick projecting over

the ends of the first row toward the center of the

ring. This projection is enough to provide for
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the flange of the pipe. Alternate layers of loam

and brick are laid on top of this second ring of

brick (between which cinders are placed as in

the first ring). The successive layers of brick

rings have the same diameter as the second layer

of brick had. This process is continued until a

height is reached equal to about half the length

of the pipe, when loam is daubed on the inside

of the cylindrical well formed and this loam is

swept up. This sweep, of course, has the exact

shape and size as the outside surface of the pipe.

When this lower half of the cylinder has been

swept up, the remaining layers of the mold well

are laid. The top layer or ring of brick will

correspond to the first layer laid on the base

plate to form the flange on the upper end of the

pipe. The upper part of the well is now daubed

with loam and swept up as described for the

lower part of the pipe. On top of this mold will

be placed an iron plate similar to the bottom

plate. On both the top and bottom plates will

be projecting lugs, F, in which there are holes,

G. These plates will be placed in such a posi-

tion that rods H may be run through correspond-

ing lugs to fasten the entire pile securely, and

by which, with the aid of a crane, it may be

lifted and swung out of the way.

The inside part of the mold, or the core for

the bottom for this is both a mold and a pat-
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tern is now made. For this particular pattern
the core will be a cylindrical pile of bricks and

loam which has a diameter somewhat less than

the inside diameter of the pipe to be cast. The
outside of this pile will be daubed with loam and

swept up with a sweep having a vertical board

fastened to the sweep spindle. The distance of

the inner edge of this board from the center line

of the spindle will be equal to the radius of the

inside of the pipe. The crane now resets the

outer part of the mold, so that the two parts are

centrally located, and all is ready for pouring.
The . foregoing description does not go into

great detail because it is not intended to give the

reader sufficient information to enable him at

once to make a loam pattern and mold. It suffi-

ciently describes, however, a method of making
a casting for large symmetrical work where the

construction of a wooden pattern would involve

considerable expense.
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1, molding, 109.

Vibrators, 187.

V joint, 36.

Walnut, black, 29.

Warping of Lumber, 34.

, danger of, 126.

,
how to prevent, 34.

Waterproofing, 17.

Wavy surface in stove covers,

172.

Wax slickers, 23.

Wheel, pattern for section, 156.

Whitewood, 29.

Wood, best for crooked work, 30.

,
life in, 30.

, pitch in, 30.

, sap in, 30.

, scrapers, 27.

Woods for patterns, 29.

Wormholes in wood, 30.



A Continued Story which will take

you all your life to read, is running in

15c

a

copy

POPULAR
MECHANICS
WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT

$1.50

a

year

It is the marvelous story of the achievements of expert

Electricians, Engineers, Chemists, Mechanics and the

men who are re-discovering the Lost Arts.

It is the wonderful story of the Progress of this

Mechanical Age. Stranger, More Fascinating
than any Fiction Ever Penned.

Because it is TRUE.

Shall we talk to Mars?
What would one have said of a Wireless Telegraph
Bridging 3,000 miles of ocean, 20 years ago?

Shall we get Food from the Air?

And Heat from Melting Icebergs?
And Power from the Sun?

These things are already being done, but the pos-
sibilities of development are as yet undreamed.

Would you know of these things ; of the daily discoveries

of great men ; of the progress of electricity and gas and steam
on land and sea and in the air?

All these and a thousand other subjects are made plain; are

told in simple, truthful language, devoid of technical terms,
and "written so you can understand it," with hundreds of

illustrations each month, in Popular Mechanics.

Supplied by any newsdealer in the United States, or address the publishers

Popular Mechanics, Chicago
Copyright by H. H. Windsor



POPULAR MECHANICS

SHOP NOTES SERIES
200 Pages Vol.
228 Pages Vol.

"Shop Notes" 385 Illustrations

'Shop Notes*' 555 Illustrations

I- I,

. J. II,

228 Pages Vol. Ill, "Shop NotCS*
7
580 Illustrations

212 Pages Vol. IV, "Shop Notes" 536 Illustrations

216 Pages Vol. V, "Shop Notes" 561 Illustrations

224 Pages Vol. VI, "Shop Notes" 451 Illustrations

These books are a treasure-house of information for every] one in-

terested in mechanics, or who uses tools for pleasure or as an occupation.
Of equal value and help to the professional mechanic and the amateur.

These articles are the cream of the experience of years from hundreds
of the most successful mechanics in the country. There is nothing in print

equal to these books at five times their price.

The Popular Mechanics Shop Notes Series tells easy ways to do
hard things, and, like Popular Mechanics, is "Written so you can un-

derstand it." These books are indexed fully and with great care.

The subjects treated cover every department of mechanics, with useful

time-saving "kinks" for engineers, firemen, carpenters, machinists, plumb-
ers, painters, iron and wood workers, electricians in all lines, masons,
and in fact all the trades.

"Worth Its Weight in Gold" is a frequent expression from our

readers, and one young mechanic in the far West who started a repair

shop for himself says he owes his success to "Popular Mechanics Shop
Notes." Many a time when a customer brought in a job new to him,
he consulted his "Shop Notes," which told him how to do it.

Each volume contains entirely different matter from that published in the

other. A set of these books covering several years will make an encyclo-

pedia of priceless value to the owner.

Price SO Cents Per
Volume^Postpaid

Shop Notes Sets
Six Volumes - $3.OO
The six Volumes contain 1316 pages

and 2968 illustrations.

This set comes in a handsome
red case, and is acknowledged to be

an unequaled value among works of

its character.

For sale by all Newsdealers, or sent express

prepaid by (he publishers:

Popular Mechanics Co.,
22S K{ngton Chicago



Mission Furniture
25c How to Make It 25c

PART I

THIS
is the first of a series oftwenty-five cent handbooks

on industrial subjects to be issued from time to time by
POPULAR MECHANICS. This book consists of a

number of articles telling how to make a large assortment of

pieces of mission furniture. It is fully illustrated and the di-

rections are accompanied by dimensioned working drawings.

Like POPULAR MECHANICS, it is \nplain, simple lan-

guage and "Written so you can understand it," so that anyone

possessing a slight knowledge of how to use tools can easily

make the various pieces described.

Among the contents are:

Forty Styles of Chairs, An Easily Made Book-Shelf, How to Make a Porch

Chair, A Portable Table, A Pyrographer's Table, How to Make a Mission

Library Table, How to Make a Lamp Stand and Shade, How to Make a

Roman Chair, A Home-made Mission Chair, A Home-made Mission Book-

Rack, How to Make a Tabouret, Another Mission Chair, How to Make a

Roll Top Desk, Home-made Lawn Swing, A Mission Candlestick, How to

Make a Magazine Stand, How to Make a Blacking Case, How to Make a

Mission Shaving Stand, How to Make a Piano Bench, A Dresser for a Child's

Play-room.

It has 96 pages; is attractively bound in cloth covers, and can

be ordered ofany newsdealer in the U. S. or will be sent to any
address upon receipt of the price, 25 cents, by the publishers.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.
225 Washington Street

CHICAGO



Metal Spinning
25c

By PROF. F. D. CRAWSHAW
Assistant Dean, College of Engineering

University of Illinois

METAL SPINNING is Number 2 of Popu-
lar Mechanics 2$-cent Handbook Series and has

80 pages, 33 illustrations, is bound in attractive

cloth covers and printed on a fine quality of

paper.

This handbook is unique in that it is the only book pub-
lished on this interesting art, instructions regarding which
have previously been handed down by word of mouth from

generation to generation of expert metal spinners.

It is "Written so you can understand it" by a man well

qualified because he has made a thorough study of all obtain-

able information on the subject. He has tried out the different

methods himself and herein he sets forth the best practice.

Concise, yet complete, this book is adapted to use as a

text in manual training and industrial schools and will be

found a practical working manual both by those who desire

to spin metal as an art recreation and those who wish to

follow this work as a trade.

Explicit instructions are accompanied by figures to illus-

trate the meaning. It tells not only what tools are required,
but how to make each kind. Definite forms to be spun are

treated, and finally the unclassified and more difficult work is

dealt with.

f^nn tentS' Chapter i, The Lathe and Its Uses; 2, Tools; 3, The
1

Preparation of Metal for Spinning; 4, How to Spin a

Shallow Dish; 5, How to Spin a Deep Dish; 6, How to Spin a Vase; 7,
How to Spin Some Unclassified Forms.

Price 25 Cents, Postpaid

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.
225 Washington Street, CHICAGO



25cU BOOK FOR BOYS

"Mechanics

for Young
America"

100 pages

170 illustrations

Tells how to build boats,

tents, windmills, water-

wheels, electric burglar

alarms, clocks, search-

lights, water motors, and

scores of other mechanical

devices which delight the

heart of the average boy.

Mechanics

America
A Book
lor Boys
How to Bufld I

^*-*~*

BOATS. WATER MOTORS, WIND MILLS, SEARCHLIGHT.
ELECTRIC BURGLAR ALARM. ICE BOAT. WATEB

BICYCLE, CABINS, CAMPS, CLOCKS, FISH-

ING TACKLE. KITES, IMITATION
STREET CAR LINE. ETC.

The Direction!
are Plain and

0= I

PRICE 25 CENTS

How to Make a Paper Boat How to Make a Barrel
ter Wheel How to Make Your Own Fishing Tackle Temporary Camps and

How to Build Them Permanent Camps and How to Build Them How to Build

Boat How to Make a
kle Temporary Camps an

an Imitation Street Car Line How to Make a Water Bicycle How to Make a
Miniature Windmill How to Build an Ice Boat A Novel Burglar Alarm A
Mechanical Ventriloquist and How to Make It How to Make a Boot-Blacking
Cabinet Renewing Dry Batteries How to Make Water Motors How to Make
"Antique" Clocks from Up-to-Date Materials Lettering a Clock Dial How to
Make a Windmill of One or Two Horsepower How to Make a Trap for Rabbits,
Rats and Mice How to Make a Small Searchlight Kites of Many Kinds and
How to Make Them Jug Fishing How to Do Ornamental Iron Work Orna-
mental Metal Guards for Open Fireplaces How to Make a Propelling Vehicle
How to Make a Water Telescope How to Make Paper Balloons How to

Make a Hectograph Useful Articles and Ornaments Made of Old Bicycle Parts
Devices for Winter Sports, How to Make and Use Them Coasting Sleds,

Chair Sleighs, Toboggan Slides and Skis How to Make Rubber Stamps -How
to Make a Baggage Carrier for Bicycles A Water Candlestick Boy's Hand-
Power Anto, How Made-How to Make a Pair of Dumb-bells How to Rid Your
Yard of Cats How to Make an Easel To Light a Gaslight Without Matches-
Things a Boy Can Make Out of Old Bicycle Parts How to Make a Wind Pro-
peller Photograph ing from a Captive Balloon How to Make a Simple Burg-
lar Alarm To Make a Binder for Popular Mechanics How to Make a Ham-
mock Electric Rat Exterminator How to Make a Miniature Steam Turbine-
How to See Through Your Hand How to Make a Wood-Turning Lathe Out of
an Old Sewing Machine How to Remove Stains from Marble How to Make a
Turbine Engine How to Make a Lead Cannon How to Make a Wireless Tele-
graph System How to Ma-ke a Toy Battery Motor Lift a 10-lb. Weight To
Renew Old Dry Batteries Weatherproofing for T^nts How to Make an Elec-
tric Furnace Regulator How to Make a Simple Fire Alarm How to Make a
Bell Tent.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.
225 Washington Street, Chicago



Amateur Mechanics No. 1

A Valuable Book
Of Exceeding Interest to the Practical Mind

FOR BOTH OLD AND YOUNG
Part Contents

Acetylene Gas Generator, Home-Made
Alarm, Callers' Approach
Alarm) Cheap Fire
Alarm, Combined Door-bell and Electric
Arc Light, Home-Made
Auto, Young Mechanic Builds
Batteries, Connecting to give any Voltage
Boat, Paddle, How to Make
Camera, Pictures Without
Cannon, How to Make
Door Opener, Electric
Draft Opener, Automatic
Electric Lighting, Miniature
Electric Lamps, Experiments with
Electrical Experiments, Interesting
Electro- Plating
Foundry Work at Home
Furnace, Small Brass
Hammock, Barrel Stave
Incandescent Lamp, Lighting with

Induction Coil
Tump Spark Coil, How to Make
Kite, Box, How to Make
Lathe, How to Make
Lock, Automatic
Locomotive, Neat Model
Magic, Parlor
Motor, Small, Reversing
Photographs, Freak, How to Make
Porch Chairs, How to Make
Rheostat, Battery
Steam Engine, Toy, How to Make
Telegraph Line, One-Wire
Telescope, Farmer's Boy Builds

Toboggan Sled, How to Build
Wireless Telegraph, How to Make

Contains 174 Articles =

"Amateur Mechanics" is a thorough, practical book for old
and young. Tells how to make hundreds of different articles

of daily use. This book should be in everyAmerican home.

"Written So You Can Understand It"

Price 25 cents postpaid

165 Illustrations

For sale by all Newsdealers or may be ordered direct from the
Publishers

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.
225 Washington Street, CHICAGO



Amateur Mechanics No. 2
Price 25 cents, postpaid

Bigger and better than No. 1
; contains entirely

different matter, yet along the same interesting,

practical lines; tells how to make hundreds more
different articles of daily use, among which are :

Air Thermometer
Ammeter
Arts and Crafts Leather Work
Balloon, Pilot
Barometer
Battery Cell, Dry
Battery, Small Storage
Bicycle Catamaran
Boomerangs
Candle Shade
Canoe, Sailing
Cart, Home-made Dog
Coil, Induction
Copper Trays
Electric Lamps, Miniature
Electric Locomotive, Miniature
Electric Post Card Projector
Flash Lamp
Flying Machine
Geisster Tube, Small
Glider, Aerial
Induction Motor
Kite Reel
Lamp Stand and Shade
Lantern Slides

Library Table, Mission
Merry-Go-Round Swing
Micrometer
Microscope
Motor, Small
Motorcycle
Pocket Lamp
Punt
Rabbit Trap, Self-Setting
Rustic Seat
Stage, Miniature
Static Machine
Volcano, Miniature

NUMBER 2 25 CENTS

OLD^YOUNG
u>ho ///Te to
make things

Water Wings
Windmill, Stationary
Wireless Telegraph, Simple
Wireless Telephone
Workbench
X-Ray Instrument

Interesting to the Practical Mind, Both Old and
Young, and "Written So You Can Understand It"

128 Pages 193 Articles 196 Illustrations

For sale by all newsdealers or may be ordered direct from publishers

POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.
225 Washington St., Chicago



Time and Its Measurement
By JAMES ARTHUR

64 Pages Profusely Illustrated $ 1.50postpaid

Reprinted from Popular Mechanics on a superior quality
of coated paper and substantially bound in boards with
handsome blue cloth cover. Size 7x10 inches. Entirely
different from anything previously written on the subject.

"Written So You Can Understand It"

The author, Mr. Arthur, is a great authority on this sub-

ject, having for years made an extensive study of clocks,
watches and time-measuring devices.

=CONTENTS
CHAPTER I

HISTORIC OUTLINE
Time as an abstraction. Ancient divisions of day and night. Night watches of

the Old Testament Quarter days and hours of the New Testament.
Shadow, or sun time. Noon mark dials. Ancient dials of Herculaneum
and Pompeii. Modern dials. Equation of time. Three historic methods
of measuring time. "Time-boy" of India. Chinese clepsydra. Ancient
weather and time stations. Tower of the winds, Athens, Greece.

CHAPTER II

JAPANESE CLOCKS
Chinese and Japanese divisions of the day. Hours of varying length. Setting

clocks to length of daylight. Curved line dials. Numbering hours back-
wards and strange reasons for same. Daily names for sixty day period. Jap-
anese clock movements practically Dutch. Japanese astronomical clock.
Decimal numbers very old Chinese. Original vertical dials founded on

"bamboo stick" of Chinese clepsydra. Mathematics and superstition.
Mysterious disappearance of hours 1, 2, 3. Eastern mental attitude to-

wards time. Japanese methods of striking hours and half hours.

CHAPTER III

MODERN CLOCKS
De Vick's clock of 1364. Original "Verge" escapement. "Anchor" and "dead

beaf'escapement. "Remontoir" clock. The pendulum. Jeweling pallets.

Antique clock with earliest application of pendulum. Turkish watches.
Correct designs for public clock faces. Art work on old watches. 24-hour
watch. Syrian and Hebrew hour numerals. Correct method of striking

urs and quarters. Design for 24-h
ventions of the old clock-makers.

c. yran an erew u .

hours and quarters. Design for 24-hour dial and hands. Curious clocks.

In

CHAPTER IV
ASTRONOMICAL FOUNDATION OF TIME

Astronomical motions on which our time is founded. Reasons for selecting
the sidereal day as a basis for our 24-hour day. Year of the seasons shorter
than the zodiacal year. Precession of the equinoxes. Earth's rotation
most uniform motion known to us. Time stars and transits. Local time.
The date line. -Standard time. Beginning and ending of a day. Proposed
universal time. Clock dial for universal time and its application to busi-

ness. Next great improvement in clocks and watches indicated. Auto-

matic recording of the earth's rotation. Year of the seasons as a unit for

astronomers. General conclusions.

Popular Mechanics Company
225 Washington Street. CHICAGO
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